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This report pr_-sents the technical basis for selection of test
activities which warrant further evaluation. Predicated on high
cost, technological uncertainty, and design feasibility considera-
tions, a test program has been formulated where these factors can be
assessed using the Langley Mockup. Justification for selected tests
will result from the potential savings in Operations costs that might
be realized if the factors of corcern can be resolved.
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Section I
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
I.I Introduction
The economic feasibility of a manned space shuttle hinges on the a;_ility to
reuse a vehicle from 50 to I00 times wi_h minim_,m refurbishment. In a multiple
reuse system of this kind, the thermal protection system refurbishment cost
can be _ significant fraction of the total operational cost.
These thermal protection system costs consist cf inspection and repair costs,
cost of replacement of parts that are not reusable, and amortization of the
initial cost of reusable components. The purpose of the Refurbishiment Cost
Study (RCS) is to identify the costs associated with inspection, repair, and
r_placement of components, and to develop efficient techniques fo: performing
these operations
Three basic thermal protection systems (TPS) are considered: ablative
metallic and non-metallic heat shields. The ablative heat shield is a
phencli_: glass honeycomb filled with elastomeric ablator. Metallic shields
consist of a superalloy or coated refactory metal on the outer surface. The
reradiating outer surface protects a low-density insulation layer. Non-
metallic, non-ablative shields consist of a layer of rigidizied inorganic
fibers in the 12 to 15 Ib/ft 3 class. The material is bonded to a supporting
surface consisting of either the primary structure, a backface surface sheet
or metal/honeycomb subpenel when the shield stands off from the primary
structure.
Each TPS is capable of transmitting loads encountered during flight through
the attac_bment points to the primary structure of the vehicle. Fastening
methods are selected to be consistent with the structural config_r-ation an_
I-i
I
any requirement to prevent crycpumping. TPS thickness is established through
sizing studies by applying typical ther_-al loads to areas vhere heat shields
are to be used. Joint designs are capable of preventin_ hot gas inflow during
reentry and facilitate refurbishment tasks.
The study is implemented in phases. Phase I, a definition and planning pro-
gram, is presented in this document. Phase II w_ll consist of detad_ experi-
mental studies of specific refurbishment problems relative to Darticular ther-
mal protection systems. These detailed studies will use a 200-square foot
mockup of a section of the space shuttle. The moekup has been constructed
and is located at Langley Research Center•
Phase I is partitioned into five task groups. The first two review existing
space shuttle reports. Task I involves identification of primary structural
components siuce attachment methods will vary w_th their structural arrange-
ments. Methods by which heat shield s are a_tached to different primary
structure c ompone nt s are identified in Task II. Detailed operational
cost estimates are developed in Task III for various attachment methods, TPS
material systems, and primary structure configurations. Based on the resulting
costs, candidate systems are selected for further study. Task IV involves
identification of items in the preceding task for which cost estimation was
difficult or where technical/practical feasibility is questionable In parti-
cu/ar, questions which can be resolved only by the application of full-scale
panels to large structures are delineated. In Task V, candidate TPS systems,
selected by the Government are designed. Each system is compatible with
the full-scale mockup, and all associated mounting hardware is provided. In
addition to the design activity, a test plan is provided to conduct experi-
mental studies designed to clarify the unknowns associated with each candi-
date system. This plan will be implemented during Phase II and is as _conomi-
cal as possible consistent with study objectives.
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The Phase ! RCS program investigated the refurbishment function of Operations.
Refurbishment tasks and TPS material subsystems matrices were developed for
five TPS system configurations using a delta body orbital vehicle.
Value judgments have been made for each task/subsystem element. Both a nomi-
nal value and an uncertainty factor are assigned. The magnitude of this value
measures the effort required to perform a task using some nominally accepted
technical approach. The size of the uncertainty factor measures the extent
of technological unknowns presented by a spectram of possible technical
approaches. Estimates originate with operational specialists who can relate
their experience a_ training to the problem at hand and arrive at value
JuSgments. Uncertainty values are selected to oover the variation in each
estimate resulting from differences in opinion as to technological difficulties
occurring between individual estimators. Thus each op[nlon is a considered
part of every estimate.
Operational costs are determined using normal pricing procedures to arrive
at a common basis for comparing alternative operational methods and techniques,
as well as to indicate the effect of TPS material variations on cost. System
level costs are developed from a mission model which specifies a ten-year-
life system, composed of eight vehicles flying 75 missions a year.
At the system level, the effect of refurbishment cost on Production and DDT&E
can be evaltmted. Major TPS subsystem and operational task cost drivers and
associated uncertainties are identified. From this information, priority
lists which differentiate between operational tasks and TPS material sub-
systems are developed using high cost and high uncertainty as selection
criteria.
[
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From the priority list of operational tasks and TPS subsystem materials,
those elements that can be evaluated effectively on the Langley Mockup have
been identified. Having identified what technological problems best can be
tested on the mockup, the material systems, an_ tasks, a test plan is
provided.
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The test plan is made up from Test Requirement _heets (TRS) developed by
experienced operations people. Task activities were selected from the oper-
ational analysis according to the problems encountered in cost estimating
or where technical feasibility was a matter of concern. In the test plan,
a test pro_Tram is presented to lay up panels from each TRS material system.
Test labor cost and panel fabrication costs are presented.
In the sections that follow, the Phase I study is discussed more fully.
Appendices are provided at the en_. of the report for reference and detail
support. -
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Section 2
VEHICLE STRUCTURE EVALUATION
Design objectives established for the Space Shuttle vehicle system will
strongly influence the refurbishment costs ultimately realized by the opera-
ticnal system. For this reason, it is important that Operations be given
an opportunity to establish and specify design requirements for operationally
efficient thermostructural systems. The Langley Mockup can be the means by
which this is accomplished.
In particular, TPS refurbishment costs will depend on the structural de%ails
envisioned at the outer mold line of the vehicle configuration chosen. TPS
structure can be simple or complex in design depending upon the nature of the
primary structure to which it attaches, aerodynamic and thermodynamic pro-
perties of the materials selected, and environmental hazards encountered
while performing a mission. Payload optimization studies will ultimately
determine the TPS performance requirements having taking into account each
of these factors. The resulting TPS subsystem will be a cost effective
structure capable of minimizing refurbishment costs while maximizing
thermal protection performance.
Since one of the study objectives is to select design options for evalu-
ation on the Langley Mockup, a review of Space Shuttle documentation was
considered appropriate to determine what is available and pertinent to
operational refurbishment. The information to be sued in determining
those hardware items and operation activities that can be realistically
evaluated on the Langley Mockup - considering the present level of design
maturity.
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2.1 DESIGN MATURITY
Existing Space Shuttle reports; recently compiled bibliographies applicable
to such Space Shuttle functions as materials, processes, and the thermal
protection system; and individual libraries assembled by Space Shuttle
personnel, as well as their own expertise, have been reviewed. This effort
has identified documentation that is useful to the Refurbis_nent Cost Study
program and provided an excellent perspective regarding the documentation
status of attachment methods :_nd primary structural components. References
are listed in Appendix A.
2.1.1 Documentation Coverage
It is clear that available Space Shuttle documentation does not specifically
address the subject of attachments or primary structure alternatives. De-
taile_ thermostructural designs, which meet operational requirements for
feasibility and cost effectiveness, are not available.-The iiterature lacks-
either coverage or depth in the follo_ing categories:
I. Studies specifically oriented toward TPS panel installation and
attendant design and operational problema.
2. Detailed evaluation of the special structural problems associated
with complex contours, leading edges, etc.
3. Studies addressing the problem of panel size, geometry, and orient-
ation versus vehicle configuration.
%. Studies that scale up the ablative info_ation from that developed
during the early 1960s on the X-20, HL-IO, M2-F2 vehicles to that
which meets the needs presently envisioned of vehicles.
5. Studies of metallic TPS systems where attachment design details have
been analyzed for thermal, structural stress, loads and dynamics,
and materials acceptability.
6. Studies of recent origin that _re rela_d _ to vehicles presently en-
visioned and directed toward establishing a baseline vehicle configur-
ation.
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The likelihood of any improvement in this situation is remote, particularly
since the Phase II test program will preempt the Phase B studies and many
of the recently awarded Support Research and Technology contracts.
2.i.2 Documentation Summary
The following is a sumnary of information which is available to the RCS study
for use in the technical evaluatior_ and for Phase II planning purposes:
I. Attachments, attachment methods, and primary structural concepts have
changed radically from those used on the X-20, M2-F2, HL-IO vehicle
configurations to those that are envisioned on present vehicles.
2. Ablative TPS systems are the best illustrated and most widely docu-
mented. Little or no metallic TPS system documentation exist_ that
is significant to the RCS study and the same is true for non-metallic
sys terns.
3. Documentation is explicit in expressing a need for detailed consider-
ation on such TPS system subjects as (I) panel sizing, fabrication,
and installation needs, and (2) procedures and operations require-
ments. However, the substance of the coverage is still too general
for useful operational design details to have been produced. To
date, concern has been with material characterization and associated
processes rather than with the practical problems of fabrication and
installation of selected TPS thermostructural panels. Where opera-
tional experience does exist, it has not been developed sufficiently
to be influential in establishing operationally feasible TPS designs.
4. Product Assurance and Operations do_anentation dealing with such prob-
lems of reusable TPS systems, as Fail-Safe or Safe-Life concepts,
e_-e as yet not sufficiently we_l defined for timellne analyses. In-
spection tecbm_iques will be strongly affected by this information
since postflight, in-process maintenance, and preflight inspection
and verification are directly concerned.
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These findings, regarding the status of documentation on attachment methods,
primary structural components and operational concepts, indicate that a
baseline system must be established for purposes of technical evaluation.
T_<ey further indicate that for Phase II planning purposes, only representa-
ti'¢e TPS subsystem and operational techniques would be considered feasible
for test program development.
It is apparent that Space Shuttle development activities have not yet reached
a point of maturity where operationally efficient designs are a consideration.
At the same time, if operations waits until this maturity is reached, it is
doubtful that requirements for operationally efficient structures would be
satisfied. Consequently, there is a need for some activity in this period
of low-level design maturity to begin the process of Operation System
Engineering. The function of this group would be to establish initial oper-
ational design requirements for inclusion in TPS system structural designs.
The Langley Mockup is an excellent vehicle for just such an act_'vity and
reasonable point from which to start.
2.2 PRIMARY STRUCTURE OPTIONS
Prima.'Tistructure design options vary according to vehicle configurations.
In general, however, thermostruotural systems will be attached directly to
a load carrying shell or some form of ring assembly. In either case, these
TPS interfacing elements are supported by a complex structural system which
distributes the static and dynaz Lc loads transferred to them through the
TPS system. In Figure 2-1 these primary structure options are identified
as follows:
Primary
Structure
Orticns
Skin over rings
Skin under rings
Standoffs under rings
Heat Shield
$2.pport
Primary Structure
I TPS Subpanel
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Panel structure design will be either load carrying TPS metallic skin or skin
suppcrting any one of the three (3) TPS systems, or designs where _ubpanels
bridge rings to support metallic, non-metallic and ablative systems.
Each of these variations is a possible design candidate in vehicle sizing
determinations. Selection of the proper structural approach will depend
upon payload optimization studies where structural weight minimization will
be a design objective. The importance of primary structure to TPS design
is in panel size determination and panel structure design. Where there is
a load carrying skin to which a thermostructural system can be attached,
the structural features of the panel are less complex. As an example, the
skin itself may be the TPS system as well as principal load carrying member
of the vehicle structure. When rings are used as primary structure, panels
become more complex in their design because subpanels are required to mechani-
cally support the heat shield and to transfer air loads to the primary struc-
ture. --
In general, it is cperationally desirable to have wide ring spacing which
would afford large panel sizes. At present, panel size determination must
await payload/vehicle structure optimization studies before actual panel de-
signs can be made available. Initial sizing studies indicate that panel
d_nensions might range from 24" x 24" to 48" x 48" with odd sizes occurring
at several locations due to surface geometry. These results would indicate
that primary structure design has not materiallzed sufficiently for thermo-
structural point designs to be available and that only representative panels
can be exercised on the Langley Mockup.
2.3 ATTACHMENT OPTIONS
Methods of attaching TPS panels to primary structure whether made directly
to a skin or rings all use mechanical securing methods. In addition, the
interJhangeability design objective and refurbishment requirements, dictate
that panel attachment points be serviceable from positions external to the
vehicle.
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Attachment options are as follows:
Attach-
ment
TPSF_,te_I_I
Rigid and
Non-metallic
Metallic
Attach Attach Bolt
Location Insulators
Subsurface_ [With
Without
Securing
Method
Mechanical
Mechanical
___Surface-- With Mechanical
L Subsurface IWith Mechanical
IWithout-- Mechanical
TPS structure attachment is made eithel at the surface of the heat shield
or at a location beneath the TPSmaterial surface. Both methods have
advantages and disadvantages. When at the surface, attach bolts are subject
_o heat shorts and may require insulators, preload is difficult to maintain;
and head exposure can be a problem. However, accessability is a desirable
refurbishment feature. Refurbishment is more difficult when the attach bolts
are below the surface of the heat shield, however, protection afforded from
the thermal environment is an advantage.
F_ternal access to TPS panels implies that attachment methods must be independ-
ent of the primary structure to which they interface, Because many panels will
be used to surface a vehicle, then it also follows that the method of panel lay-
up must be independent of primary structure options. This feature is essential
to minimizing TPS refurbishment costs and should be a design requirement for
operational efficiency.
2.4 CLOSURE OPTIONS
Closure methods represent one of the keyrefurbishment problems of opera-
tions. Closure concepts together with the surfacing methods selected for
panel lay-updetermine removal and replacement time expenditures. Design
ccncepts to affect closure and the environmental factors that determine
their configuration are not widely understood for the surfacing methods
envisioned on Space Shuttle vehicles.
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Closure and lay-up options are categorized as follows:
Lay-up _
Clo sul-e TPS Surfacing Jc in£
Method _ Method Ortion
[-Metallic Paneling - C_._en
Plug L Non-metallic _ Panelfng ..... [_n "
Cl o sure Fil ler _ Abla rive Paneling .Open
I_ Stricture Metallic Shingling _ _a!lStruc+ure -L----
Plug __ Metallic Shingling F_rtial
Joint option refers to the manner in which the panel structure directly partici-
pates in the closure fiunc_ion. The paneling method of surfacing leaves _pen" spaces
between panels requiring the use of closure plugs or filler. The shingling
method of surfacing involves either a "F_ll"(_ur-sided)or "Partial" (two-sided)
overlap of the heat shield material_
The Langley Mockup is particularly suited for closure and panel lay-up type
operational tasks. Operational demonstrations using representative design con-
concepts to establish operation design requirements would be appropriate at
this stage of TPS design maturity. Closure and panel lay-ups which can be
demonstrated using the Mockup are illustrated in Figure 2-2.
2.5 BASELINE SYSTEM
A high crossrange erbiter has been selected as the baseline system. Illust-
rated in Figure 2-3 the vehicle is designed to carry a 50,000 Ib payload and
capable of operating at c_ssranges up to 1500 nm. It has a cool body struc-
ture using a ring-over skin structural design. Primary skin temperatures are
200°F or less while backface temperatures on the T_S system is bald to a 600°F
design level.
These designs satisfy the mission performance requirements of the general system
specification while meeting design requirements for operationally efficient
panels. The spectrum of TPS subsystem material types for selected orbiter
temperature ranges is i)lustrated in Figure 2-I.
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The total wetted area for the baseline vehicle is provided in Table 2-1 for
critical temperature regimes and key locations on the vehicle. TPS materials
will cover 16,311 ft2 of vehicle surface, 73 percent of which involves the body
structure, 16.4 percent the _n and rudder assembly, and the remaining 10.6 percent
is devoted to miscellaneous areas. Several locations will-require _shbs£antial
TPS coverage: The top 5,166 ft2; the bottom, 3,381 ft2; the side, 2,709 ft2;
and the chine, 1,195 ft2.
Initial payload optimization studies indicate that a higher payload efficiency
is realized with a ring-on skin primary structure in contrast to the skin sup-
ported design. This is due to the lighter gauge materials needed for the lower
temperature skin and direct skin loading. Metallic, non-metallic, and ablative
TPS structure will use a subpanel support concept where the subpanel is used to
transfer the air loads frou the heat shield to the primary structure. Typical
non-metallic and metallic TPS subsystems are shown in Figures 2-5 ,nd 2-6 with
closure and attachment options depicted. In the event further studies favor
a primary structure with an outer shell or skin, then the non-metallic or
ablative TPS subsystem illustrated in Figure 2-7 will be possible candidates.
The safe-life design objective for the orbltcr is i00 missions before a
major refurbishment activity is expected.
The operational system will consist of eight (8) vehicles flying 75 missions
a year. Operating life for the system is i0 years. Operations has established
panel interchangeability as a design requirement. It has further specifi_d
that all refurbishment activities must be accomplished from work positions
external to the vehicle primary structure.
.-
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2.6 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
For the most part, proven techniques for the maintenance and repair of thermal
protection systems have not been developed. This is understandable since there
are very few TPSs or heat shield materials currently in use, and only a limited
number of these on which enough data exists on ...........repair and maintenance to be of
value.
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Questions which need resolution, typically, are the ._dentification and develop-
ment of low-cost, fast, and efficient inspection techniques; the effects of
multiple-flight thermal and structural stress on panel removel and replace-
ment problems; efficient mechanical fastening techniques; handling and stor-
age problems associated with coated metallic heat shields and with non-metallic
TPS subsystems; adequate access to the shuttle, due to its large size, for
maintenance and repair activities; criteria for maintenance•and repair in
place; criteria for panel refurbishment for reuse.
Figure 2-8 shows the typical Space Shuttle mission cycle. At the end of the
mission the Orbiter lands, proceeds to the cooling, clean and purge stations
where it is "safed", and then it is taken to the maintenance hangar.
At the maintenance hangar , after preparatory hookup of ground support
and safety items, and positioning of GSE inspection equipment, the TPS
will receive a gross visual inspection, followed by special inspections to
a more refined degree. A special inspection could consist of an overall
emissivity inspection by radiometer, then more detailed inspections of
critical areas (such as areas of stress concentration) both visually and
by radiometer to see whether temperatures have approached design limits.
Suspect panels will then receive a more thorough inspection which will
result in determination of the maintenance actions required to correct the
problems found.
Panels would be repaired in-place if feasible. Experience with titanium
panels on SR-T1 aricraft indicates that such repair is possible. Appli-
cation of similar techniques may apply to the titanium panels on the Space
Shuttle, as well as to some of the other metallic TPS. Other repair-in-
place techniques need to be developed.
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When repair in place is not possible or when the life cycle of a TPS panel has
been exhausted, it will be removed and" another panel substituted for it. The
panel that has been removed will be e_ther cycled through the factory for
repair, or ._t will be designated as scrap. As TPS maintenance arid repalr
activities-are completed, the work will be-lnspeeted and the vehicle recerti-.
fled for flight.
__,fr
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In this study a differentiation is made between maintenance and refurbis_Jnent
tasks within operations, Maintenance will pertain to those activities directly
related to restoring degraded panels to a flightworthy statu_'. Repair-in-place
and remote repair tasks fall under maintenance. Refurbishment will include all
activities associated with vehicle servicing and making it ready for flight
validation. Activities that will be considered a part of refurbi_hzent are
panel removal, reinstallation, packaging and handling, transportation, and
inspection. The combined efforts of both maintenance and re__urbishment vill
be considered operations.
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Section 3
TECHNICAL EVALUATION
3.0 _ The technical evaluation is conducted in two parts: (I) A total
system economic evaluation, and (2) An operational cost analysis. The total
system economic evaluation establishes the relative cost relationship be-
twen the nmJor functional cost drivers, i.e., Manufacturing, Operations,
Engineering, and Quality Assurance. In the operational cost armlysis, time
line techniques were used to establish the relative cost between operational
functions using methods and techniques for accomplishment envisioned for the
Space Shuttle operations. _or assumptions and premises u:ed in these exer-
cises, see Appendix C.
Hoth provide comparable data; however, their orientation is different. The
former has as its objective the creation of a baseline economic model for a
total system acquisition which establishes the economic worth of all system
1_mctions and measures the resources that should be allocated to each function
in satisfaction of performance requirements. The latter analysis stresses the
practical ramification of satisfying performance requirements within the func-
tional areas subject to the economic constraints as dictated by that functions
importance to the _ystem. Here, each function has available a tool which
permits continuous economic assessment of design options. The cost trade-
offs conducted are an integral part of the design selection process. Designs
which satisfy a spectrum of possible methods and techniq'._s are compared and
selected subject to good design practice, system technical performance require-
ments and cost performance.
3.1 System Economic Cost Evaluation
The total system economic cost evaluation uses as a baseline vehicle system
the 15OC nm crossrango, 50,000 lb. payload, delta body orbiter. The data in
Table 3-1 illustrates various hardware system options considered in the econo-
mic evaluation.
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TABLE 3-1 - SUBSYST_4 VARIATION OPTIONS
DESCRIPTION
Vehicle Configuration
TPS Systems
TPS Subsystem (Material/Temp)
OPTIONS
Delta Body
Metallic, Ablative, Non-metallic
Columbium
Haynes 188
Tantalum
LI-1500 (3 temp regimes)
%TNiCr •
Heryllium
Ablators
Dynafl ex-lnsulation
Titanium
Fail Safe Li-1500
Crossrange
Generalized Area (ft 2)
1,500 nm
Nose Cone 70
Base Shield 1,610
Fin/Rudder
Leading Edge 855
Top 915
Bottom 913
Body
Chine 1,195
Bottcm 3,381
Side 2,209
Top 5,166
TOTAL 16,311
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To achieve balanced trade-studies, the cost data are required in a matrix which
includes the cost value and cost-uncertainty for each of the categories shown
in Table 3-2 •
TABLE 3-2- ECONOMIC DATA CATEGORIES
z
o
o
o
!
0 1-4
• Nine Functional
Areas
m
Engineering Materials Analysis/Test
Engineering Thermo Analysis/Test
Engineering Loads & Criteria Analysis/Test
Engineering Stress Analysis/Test
Engineering Weights Analysis/Test
Engineering Design/Mockup
Manufacturing
Quality Assurance
Operations
Three Program
Phase Groups
Non-recurring DDT&E
Recurring Production
Recurring Operations
Five to Fifteen Nose Cap
TPS Subsystems* Base Shield
Leading Edges
Cooling System
Lower-Surface Heat Shields (2 to 6 types)
Upper-Surface Heat Shields (2 to 4 types)
_For any particular Orbiter, the n,_ber of subsystems varies
f____mone configuration to another.
The functional area breakdown (9 elements) provides for suitable detail in
the most basic elements of cost collection, namely, labor hour estimates.
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Within each of the functional-area elements, a breakdown is made to at least
one other level. This additional detail is needed to identify the operation
tasks of each specific key development-program activity area. Each functional
........ area then relates the work projected for the orbiter TPS to similar work done
on actual hardware programs, in formulating the estimated man-hours, test
article, material, etc. requirements_
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The three program phase elements are cited below for convenience°
Non-recurring Costs (DDT&E). The definition of non-recurring cost is provided
in NASA NHB95OI.2, Procedures for Reporting Cost Information from Contractors,
March 1967.
R2currin_ Costs _Production). Are defined as the costs associated with pro-
ducing flight hardware up through acceptance of hardware by the Government,
which includes all costs associated with: (I) The fabrication and assembly
of flight hardware, (2) Ground test and factory checkout of flight hardware,
(3) Spares to support airborne hardware durir_ flight operations, (4) Main-
tenance of GSE and spares for GSE, (5) Maintenance of tooling and special test
equipment, and (6) Sustaining engineering in support of hardware production.
Recurrin_ Costs (Operations). Are defined as the costs associated with those
activities occurring subsequent to Government acceptance of the flight hard-
ware, and are further identified as:
a. Launch O_erat_on_: The costs of receiving the f_ight hardware,
static firings, refurbis_ments of static test stand, assembly of the vehicle,
checkout, prelaunch test and checkout, servicing, launching, and refurbish-
ment of the launch pad.
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b. Fl_ght Operations: The cost of mission control, mission planning,
flight crew training, and simulation and aids required for crew training (mot
to inc]ade the costs of those identified as test articles).
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c. Refurbishment Costs: The costs of those activities required to
restore a previously flown reusable system to a flight readiness condition.
The TPS subsystem category allows a logical lower-level hardware breakdown
i
+ • • . •_-+
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for the work breakdown structure (WHS), beneath the total TPS, as shown in
Table 3-3. The heat shield type listed for TPSmaterials encompass a spectrum
of material candidates. These candidates are determined from trajectory evalu-
ations using temperature profiles similar to those illustrated in Figure 3-I
The list of candidate subsystems are each identified by a number for convenience
during trade-study analysis. The +"lO" digit is assigned to a material, and the
"l" digit identifies a highest temperature regime or a peculiar vehicle loca-
tion. Also, it serves the vital trade-study function of dealing with a variety
of heat shield designs, including a crosscheck of weight-versus-cost character-
istics as these designs are applied in different orbiter/mission configurations.
Results of the total economic evalLmtion study will assist accomplishment
of the following:
• Establish the relative economic importance of Refurbishment
Operations to other system Panctions.
• Establish the TPSmaterial subsystem which contributes most to
System and Operation cost and uncertainty.
• Identify the operational tasks which produce the largest opera-
tional cost and uncertainty.
• Identify the effect of maintenance rate resulting from mission
hazards, on the cost and uncertainty of operations.
++• _!
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With th_s information, it will be easier to relate the relative worth of
refurbishment operations to the system as a whole and to show the economic
importance o_ tests conducted on the Langley _ckup. Thence will be
expressed in a priority table using cost and uncertainty to establish the
priority.
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TABLE 3-3 - RADIATION TPS SUBSYSTEM CODING
C09E NO.
010
011
:. 012
_L 013
..-;
/c-
_:: 020
;]: 030
•_:/-i
_,%.
::._, 040
-:j_,.
--. "(_ 0_2
• ...,,
',"C%
_.:: 050
, ;_-,..
... _.:',_.._.
,_ 060
" " ,_:': 070
+_._ o_o
: ._'/ 090
'_;: ZOO
-mr.:.
. _.<,:"
101
110
111
: 112
-., <.
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MATERIAL T_4PERATURE RANGE LOCATION _
Ablator
Ablator
Ablator
Ablator
Tantalum
Columbium
LI-1500
L 1-15 O0
Li-1500
LI-1500
LI-1500
TDNiCr
Haynes 188
Rene' 41
Titanium
Beryllium
Dynaflex Insulation
Dynaflex Insulation
25OO° to 30OOO
2OOO° to 2500°
1600° to 2000°
1000 ° to 1600 °
2500 ° to 3000 °
2000 ° to 2500 °
N.S.
! 20000 to 2500 °
I 1600 c to 2000 °
I
i I000 ° to 1600 °
i
I _.s.
2000 ° to 2200 °
1
1600 ° to 2000 °
! lOoo° to 16oo°
! Under iO00 O
I
Under IOOO °
N.S.
N.S.
FS-150O
FS-15OO
FS-1500
i N.S.
, 2000 ° to 2500 °
1600 ° to 2000 °
Nose Cone
Bottom
Bottom/Side
Side
Nose Cone
Bottom/Chine
N.S.
Hottom
Bottom/Side
Side
Base Shield
Bottom
L. Edge/Side
Side
Top
N.S.
N.S.
Flap Shield
N.S.
Bottom
Bottom/Si de
*N.S = Not specific, until configuration is defined.
_*F S. = Fail Safe LI-1500 design.
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3.2 Evaluation Methodology
The elements of the cost estimating approach are depicted in Figure 3-2.
................ There are thirteen (13) steps required in developing total system cost:
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A general survey covering each step follows.
able in Appendix B.
TPS S_izin_ for Kaseline Vehicle
I. TPS Sizing Data for Haseline Vehicle
2. End Item Summary Sheet - Operations
3. Production Panel Model
4. Maintenance Rate Sheet
5. Operations Expenditures - Hours
6. Operations Expenditures - Material
7. Vehicle Level Operations - End Item
S. Vehicle Level Operations - Operation Task
9. System Level Operations - End Item
iO. System Level Operations - Operation Task
II. System Cost of Operations by Phase and T_S Subsystem
12. System Costs by Phase and Operational Task
13. System Costs by Phase and Function
14. System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Detailed information is avail-
Fach TPS material subsystem is structurslly depicted and sized. TPS surface_ a_
(A) weight (W), and average unit weight per subsystem and vehicle are provi6ed.
Material and panel geometry are considered as a function of the temperature
regimes over the vehicle surfaces. While surface geometry and location on
the vehicle are listed parameters, they are not at this time carried as
factors in the total system cost analysis.
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The data contained in the sizing exercise is used for calculating the number
of panels (N) of a given material type. In this evaluation, a panel is approxi-
mately fourteen (14) square feet in area. Further use of the data is made in
the Production Panel Model where area and weight are the principal cost- --
generating factors.
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End Item Summary (EIS)
An Fad Item Summary Sheet (EIS) is used as the basic cost estimating document
on which all original data regarding operations is recorded. Operations per-
sonnel have selected six (6) operation tasks for which a given material sub-
system, End Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. These are pre-
sented as:
• Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In-Process Inspection
• Packaging and Handling
• Storage
• Maintenance
J
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Various methods and techniques are considered for accomplishing each of these
tasks and hourly rates (Hr) assigned commensurate with the degree of effort
requil_d. The nominal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type
operational tasks on a known baseline material, which in this evaluation is
titanti_m. The uncertainty assigned to each End Item/Operation Task element (Uh)
indicates the degree to which selected methods and techniques are well
enough understood to be in fact accomplished in the time indicated.
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the Operational
Expenditures calculation where they are modified by the Maintenance Factors
to produce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
3-
Prqduction Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, temperature regime,
location on the primary structure and design approach taken on the vehicle
structure.
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_ Productionpanelweight (W)andarea (A) values are obtained from the TPS
sizing exercise. Theyare representedin a format wherethese costswhich
are a function of weight canbe separatedfrom those that are a function of
area. Costper poundand per squarefoot are providedby ProcurementMaterial
estimators. Theproduction panelmodelprovides material cost rates (Mr ) and
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uncertainty (Urn).
Production panel costs are used in the Operational Exp_e_nditurescalculation
_;here they are modified according to Maintenance Factors to produce logistic
maintenance material costs.
Maintenance Factors
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system w_hile
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature and extent of
operational re:'Lrbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the operations that
must be undertaken as a result of the hazards experienced.
A matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides values that indicate the
degree to which a selected TPS subsystem will respond to a given hazard.
Materials Engineering has selected six (6) environmental factors which
affect operational costs and established maintenance frequencies for each.
These are presented as:
• Temperature Exposure
• Combined Temperature/Load
• Combined Tempera t_Are/Pressure
• Co_oined Temperature/Pressure/Load
• Packaging and Handling
• Environment (Operations)
Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission profile provides a
main$_nance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the expected
number of flights a TPS subsystem _Ii experience before some maintenance action
is required". Both rate (Fr) and uncertainty (Uf) are iteratively developed meas-
ures derived from existing documentation and best engineering Judgments.
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The enditem m2intenancerates are usedin hhe_erational Expenditures calcul-
ation where they are used to determine the numbers of panels replaced per TPS
subsystem and from this the vehicle labor hours and materials.
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Operation Expenditures
Operational Expenditure calculations are made to determine the vehicle l_bor and
material cost subject to the data Just described in the previous step and oper-
ation premises.
Number of panels (N) and maintenance rate (Fr) are used to calculate the expected
number of panels maintained (Pr). Hourly panel rates (Hr) developed in the EIS
exercise and material costs (Mr) calculated by the panel model are combi,led with
factors from the maintenance model to arrive at end item hours (HT) a_ material
(_T).
These remJlts are summarized in a series of manipulations which convezt every
cost factor to dollars, beginnizg with Vehicle Le;vl Operations.
Vehicle Level Operations
Vehicle costs are summarized by end item a_ operation tasks using data
obtained from the Operation Expenditure 9ffort. Maintenance, Inspection,
Material and Equipment costs are dispi_v_d as recurring or non-recurring
for those costs that were determined from the .Operation Expenditure analysis,
as well as, those prorated costs which are not estimated at the end item level.
Base Inspection falls into this latter category and is prorated to the sub-
system level on an end item area basis.
.7v
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The consolidation of all recurring and non-recurring end item and operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of
mission life cycle requirements in determination of System Level Ooerations
costs.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costz are summarized by End Item and by Operation
Task. Values are obtained by multipying the vehicle level operations data
by the number of missions flown over the life of the program by a given
fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are eight (8) vehicles in the
fleet. This group will fly 75 missions a year for i0 years, which will
require 750 re_5_rbishments over the life of the program. The total expendi-
tures for labor, material and equipment are provided.
Equipment is often required to perform system type activities. As such, it
is a system level cost a_ applies across the whole vehicle fleet for the
life of the program. For cost comparison purposes the cost is prorated to
the subsystem on the basis of end item area.
System Cost by Phase _nd TPS Subsystem
Total system cost is first developed at this step in the evaluation. Rates
and normal price estimating procedures are applied to develop a total system
cost by Phase, Recurring, Non-recurring and TPS Subsystem. The results
provide a system level look at end item cost drivers.
System Cost of Operations by Phase and Operational Task
Syst_u costs for Operations are developed by Operation Task. Like the pre-
vious effort performed for end item cost, the data is reoriented to provide
cost by Operation Task and Phase.
\
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System Co_5 by Phase and Function
Total system cost is broken down into its six (6) functional areas and two (2)
summary cost groups for the three (3) program phases.
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Together the three (3) System Cost categories give a composite picture of the
major end item, operation task, and function cost drivers.
\
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System Cost Uncertaint_ by Phase
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, and Operation phases reP_ect
the depth of informational detail available to all functional groups. The
estimates developed in the preceding exercises are based on a mix of sub-
Jective Judgment, "similar to" knowledge, and definitive information. The
extent to which definition is lacking will appear in the magnitude of associ-
ated uncertainty factors.
The importance of this information is twofold: (I) It provides perspective
which allows the establishment of priorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and definitive cost-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or
end item, permitting critical appraisal of design and system tradeoffs and
maintenance of program objectives.
A total economic evaluation was performed on five (5) TPS material systems.
Each exercise is ref_rred to as an "Iteration" because in the normal evolu-
tion of a development program the costa would be continually modified in an
iterative manner as new and better design information is made available.
Results of each iteration are discussed in the material that follows.
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3.3 System Cost Evaluation
A system cost summary is presented in Figure 3-3 for the five (5) TPS system
iterations. System cost is greatest for ablators varying from 4.1 to 5.6 times
more costly than those exhibited by its competitors. This high cost results
from the large number of ablative panels (627) that must be replaced after
every flight as opposed to metallic and non-metallic panels whose replacement
rates range from 32 to 39 panels per flight.
Cost difference bet_een each TPS iteration are listed in Table 3-4 for
DDT&E and Production. These entries were developed as a part of a continuous
effort at LMSC to establish space shuttle system _ost estimating baselines.
The high material replacement requirement of ablative systems and the resultant
logistic impact it has on prcduction account for the high production cost of
this functional area.
There are two significant features of an ablative syst2m that are favorable to
its use. While operational costs are no_l-nally large, there is sufficient un-
certainty regarding the reusability of ablative materials to indicate that opera-
tional costs could be significantly less than nominal ($424 million). This,
when coupled with the fact that performance of ablative systems in the hostile
environment of entry is w_ll documented, would tend to substantiate the like-
lihood of realizing lower operating costs. The second favorable item stems
from the fact that DDT&E cost (Table 3_4) is less for non-reusable ablators
than for the other TPS systems. Less expensive ablator materials and simpli-
fied design requiring less development are the apparent reasons.
TABLE 3-4 - PRODUCTION, DDT&E SYST_ COSTS
!
ITERATION I
4
2
6
5
3
TPS
SYSTEM
ABLATOR
METALLIC
(Cb)
METALLIC
(rONiCr)
NON-METALLI C
(FS-15OO)
NON-METALLIC
(u-150o)
$
DDT&E
52.6
82.4
80.9
69.5
59.6
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PRODUCTION
$ 760.5
193.2
183.1
183.0
TOTAL
$ 813.1
275.6
264.0
252.5
211.0
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The one overriding fact still remains that until reusable ablative concepts
are developed, operational costs will constitute the largest portion of
system acquisition expense, which in this evaluation is 35.8%.
Metallic TPS systems, whether columbium or TDNiCr, have essentially the same
total system cost and uncertainty. Technological uncertainty suggests that
total system costs cou/d amount to approximately $1,O70 million for either
system. Operation costs average iO_ of total system cost, amounting to
$30.9 million for columbi_m and $30.6 million for TDNiCr.
Non-metallic systems cost the least of the three TPS systems. This is due
to material costs being much less than for metallic, so that the differential
cost is enough to offset the impact of the slightly lower maintenance rate.
Fail Safe LI-1500 costs exceed those for LI-15OO because of higher develop-
ment and production costs associated with §ecuring a more complex materlal
system.
In summary, the system cost summary shows that for an eight vehicle fleet,
flying 75 flights per year over a ten year period, metallic and non-metallic
TPS system have the potential for significant savings in resources as com-
pared with an ablative system. However, technological uncertainty is large
enough that these systems can cost as high as 1,068 to 1,070 million dollars
while an ablative system can cost as low as 421 million dollars. On the
basis of existing ablative knowledge and contracts presently under_ay, the
chances of realizing a major portion of the 421 million dollars cost maybe
achiev able. However, the alternative can force the total acquisition cost
as high as 4,425 million dollars.
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3.4 Maintennnce Rate 9Azmary
Mater_al costs are a function of unit price ($/ft2) or ($/Ib) and total
m2_terial usage. Consequently, the total system cost of a high-unit-cost
material may be less than that for a low-uuit-cost material because of its
low relative usage. This interplay betw_n unit material costs and TPS sub-
system usage occurs in labor costs as well. Difficult subsystems to fabri-
cate and maintain will have high hourly unit costs but the impact on total
labor will vary with the total material subsystem requirement.
A third and principal cost driver is maintenance rate. Operationally
efficient TPS panel designs may be realized but if the maintenance rate is
low, as it is so graphically evidenced with ablators (Fr=l). Such effici-
encies will ser_e only to minimize an already large operational cost be-
cause the total operational cost will be driven up by the large number of
panel replacements.
Expected maintenance rates of each TPS system and associated subsystems are
displayed in Figure 3-4. Metallic materials are expected to fly more missions
(29.3 to 41.0) than non-metallics (22.6 to 35.8) before some maintenance
action is required. An exception occurs with the tantalum nose cone (020)
where, because of the severe environment experienced, the maintenance rate
is lower (10.7). Ablators can fly ouly one (I) mission.
With the exceptlon of tantalum (020) aB_ ablator subsystems, indicates that
no TPS subsystem should have a rate less than 40 and that this can go as high
as 90 for metallic and _ for non-metallic m_terials_ On the other hand,
the various subsystem rates can range as low as 15 for non-metallic and 28
for metallic materials. Table 3-5 shows the expected number of refurbish-
ments per I00 missions that each TPS subsystem will experience.
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TABLE 3-5 - TPS SYST_ REFURBISHMENTS
TPS SYST_4
METALLIC
NON-METALLIC
TANTALUM (020)
AHLATOR
CHANGES PER I00 MISSIONS
2.5 to 3-5
2.8 to4.5
i0
i00
A -eh" cle with a IOO mission safe life requirement (no major refurbish-
ment in less than IOO missions) is not yet achievable with existing or
near term materials technolo_=y. Much more effort is needed in the area
of safe life testing, if these results are representative. This would
indicate that sxpenditures for material development should be reassessed
to determine their adequacy.
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3.5 Operational Costs Uncertainty
It is important in assessing refurbishment activities to have knowledge
about the relative cost of Operations to Production, and DDT&E. In parti-
cular, this information will serve to indicate what monetary emphasis
should be placed on securin8 efficient operations and panel designs.
Operational costa and uncertainties for aach material system and five (5)
study iterations are displayed in Table 3-6. As pre_ieusly discussed under
System Cost Evaluation, operations will constitute from i0.I u0 11.5 per-
cent of total system costs for metallic and non-metallic systems, while
ablators will be 35.8 percent of total system acquisition.
Technological uncertainty is less for ablators than for metallic or non-
metallic systems. Non-metallic systems exhibit the highest uncertainty
although the disparity between TPS system uncertainties is not large.
This is attributed to the panel design concept used in this study and
interchangeability features of all panels which tends to make each
material system panel operationally similar. Methods and techniques
used in performing time line operation tasks are the factors contribut-
ing to uncertainty.
i i>'_
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3.6 Operational Cost for TPS Materials
In Figure 3-5 the operational cost per square foot of TPS material
applied to a delta body orbiter is presented. Thus normalized, each material
system and subsystem can be compared. For a given material subsystem
(material Code), the dollars represent the cost of maintaining a uare
foot of that material over a lO year life of the system.
Albators have the highest _ost per square foot, approximately $50,000, except
for the nose cone which amounts to $85,000. No one metallic or non-metallic
subsystem is uniformly less expensive to maintain over the temperature regimes
shown. Operating costs do tend tod_mlrdsh as temperature goes down. This is
because low-temperature operation extends periods between refurbishment.
Furthermore, it decreases the amount of mater_al required, hence, reduces cost.
Table 3-7 presents the cost range for TPS system and temperature regime along
with the high and low cost material subsystem.
TABLE 3-7 - TEMPE_RE EFFECT ON OPERATIONAL COST
TEMPERATURE
I I
Over
25OO
2000
to
25O0
t , 1 , •
1600
to
2000
I000
to
16oo
Under
i000
14,500 Ta
OPERATIONALCOST_cE ($/FTZJ" _
ABLATIVE LOCATIOS
($) AREA (ft_)
Cb
2,000 to 2,800
LI-I 5O0
FS-15OO
1,350 to 1,950
Haynes
" "FS-1500
1,300 to 1,550
L_-I5OO
044
I '300- to -
O8O
II JI
85,000
50,CO0
52,0_ _
Nose Cone
70
Bottom Chine
4,576 to 5,431
Leading Edge
Side
1,277 to 2,132
Bottom
Side
1.845
Top
6,078
52,000
_Based on Nominal Costs
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It is evident from this table that temperature effects will produce opera- ____
tional costs that range from $1300 to $2800 per square foot for metallic
and non-metallic TPS system, and $50,000 to $52,0OO for ablative TPS over
the total surface of the Orbiter, except for the nose cone where material
and malntenance rate effects become mere pronoumced.
From a vehicle design standpoint, these results indicate that a low opera-
tional cost vehicle system would be one which had the material distributions
illustrated in Table 3-8.
TABLE 3-8 - POSSIBLE LOW OPERATING COST TPS SYST_
TPS _
LOCATION MATERIAL CODE
MATERIAL
Nose
Bottom
Bottom Side
Sides
Top
Base Shield
Ta
Ll-15OO
Haynes
LT-1500
Titanium
LI-1500
O2O
0A1
O6O
O43
0_0
O_
Base on Nominal Costs
Refurbishment studies conducted on the Langley Mockup can involve ma*_rial--
such as these indicated in Table 3-8 if real TPS materi_Is are u_ed for panels.
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3.7 Operational Tasks
Operational tasks which are performed during vehicle system maintenance vary
significantly between tasks as illustrated in Figure 3-6. Again, ablator
and metallic/non-metallic TPS systems are widely separated in cost. However,
TPS subsystem variations result in relatively small changes between iterations
within the metallic/non-metallic category. This is illustrated in Table 3-9
where the range of nominal cost for each of the six (6) operation tasks is
presented.
TABLE 3 -9 - OPERATION TASK COST RANGE
OPERATION TASK
Maintenance
Panel Installation
Panel Removal
Inspection
Packaging & Handling
Storage
COST (m%uo.s
METALLIC/NON-METALLIC
ITERATIONS 2, 3, 5, 6
OF DOLLARS)
ABLATOR
ITERATION 4
13.5 to 19.0
6.4 to 8.4
2.0 to_ 2.6
2.3 to 2.4
.55 to .65
.Z% to .58
213
147
49.
22
II .9
lO.6
Maintenance is defined here as repairs of level one (I) and higher. Repair-
in-place activities as well as repairs performed away from the vehicle are
considered under Maintenance. Both labor and material im_ while restor-
ing panels to a flightworthy condition are charged to this task area. Legistic
spans resulting from scraping panels are chargeable to Manufacturing as a re-
curring production cost. Maintenance uncertainty is large. On the high side,
both metallic and non-metallic systems overlap ablative maintenance cost. The
magnitude by which maintenance cost deviates from nominal is indicative of the
gener_/ lack of knowledge that exists regarding maintenance problems. Should
a low maintenance uncertainty result, panel installation could replace mainten-
ance as the major cost driver ........
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The maintenance task is not within the general interest area of the _CS pro-
gram, although certain controlled tests might be performed in this area if
real materials are secured for testing purposes.
i/• 2L
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Panel installa_ion is both costly and uncertain. Uncertainty occurs because
of difficulties that are expected to occur in replacing panels after the
vehicle has performed a mission. This concern is reflected in the higher
nominal cost to install panels as opposed to removing them where care in
handling may not be as stringent.
Panel removal and inspection have comparable nominal costs but the magnitude
of the inspection uncertainty is larger. The Quality Assurance function is
Just not clear as to the scope of this activity or sufficiently knowledge-
able as to what methods and techniques will be applied° For this reason,
having a qualified Quality Assurance man on the Phase II Test Team is recom-
mended.
Packaglng/Handling and Storage tasks are minor contrlbutmrs to total system
cost. Asssociated uncertainties are of interest because of the magnitude.
Concern has _een expressed regarding the susceptibility of these operational
tasks to the materials handled and stored. If the materials must be handled
with E1_a% care and protected from physical and/or environment conditions,
then costs will be high.
In summary, the ranking of operation tasks shown in Table 3-9 represents the
order in which emphasis should be place_l in selecting methods and techniques
for developing a test program on _he Langley Mockup. Inspection and panel
removal tasks are not mutually exclusive and so should be conducted Jointly.
It would appear that a test program should involve panel replacement and
removal tasks with inspection overseeing the operation. Packaging/Handling
and Storage tests can be conducted aside from the primary test, if repre-
sentative physical characteristics exist with the panels being +_sted.
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3.8 Refurbis.hment Costs
Refurbishment includes all operational tasks except maintenan:e. Because re-
furbishment costs are of primary interest in this study, the labor cost for
each material system has been determined and summarized in Table 3-10.
TABLE 3-10 - REFURBISHMENT UNIT COSTS -
ITERATION MATF_AL COST, PANELS COST PER _T AREASYSTEM ($) _l) REPLACED (2) ($/FT2)
4
5
3
6
2
Ablator
FS-1500
LI-1500
_DNiCr
Cb
239.7
14.6
13.9
12.3
II .9
(i) Cost in millions.
(2) 750 flights over I0 years.
(3) Panel area = 14 ft2.
460,000
29,000
29,000
25,0OO
24,000
35.50
34.30
32.60
33.40
35.40
Total refurbishment labor cost for an ablative system is approximately twenty
(20) times that for metallic or non-metallic systems. This situation is
typical of any non-reusable system even though the cost per square foot to
refurbish the system is comparable to the other material systems. Because
the panel design concept is the same for all TPS material systems, unit area
cost should be essentially the same and is.
Recurring logistic costs required for refurbishment are provided in Table 3-11
along with initial production expenditures.
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TABLE 3-11 - REFURBISHMENT LOGISTIC COST
ITERATICN
ll
4
5
3
6
2
LABOR ($)
r INITIAL
PROD
ii
23 .O
28.5
23.5
3O.3
32.5
RECU_NG LABOR
PROD TOTAL
i
545-3 568.3
120.O 148.5
98.6 122.1
107.8 138 .i
112.O 144.5
,, , •
_ArmUAt ($)
INITIAL
PROD
I
5.4
6.6
5.6
9.9
10.9
RECURRING
P_
I
186.8
27.8
23.7
35.1
37.7
MATERIAL
TOTAL
192.2
34.4
29.3
45.0
48.6
TOTAL
($)
76O.5
182.9
151.4
183 .i
193 .I
*Cost in millions.
It is evident that the cost to purchase materials and fabricate panels for
refurbishment is much greater than the initial expenditure for TPS in the
production vehicles. This is in sharp contrast to the logistics unit costs
shown in Table 3-12.
TABLE 3-12 - LOGISTICS UNIT COSTS
LOGISTIC PANk_f.S COST PER UHIT AREA
ITERATION COST_ REPLAC]_) ($/q_T2)**
4
5
3
6
2
760.5
183.9
151.4
183 .I
193 .I
460,000
29,000
29,000
25,000
24,0OO
118.00
450.OO
373.OO
524.O0
575.00
*Cost in millions. 2
**Panel area = 14 ft-.
The relative cost of producing panels may favor the ablative systems, however,
its non-reusable feature negates any cost advantage that might be realized
in the total system cost.
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Refurbishment tasks are compared with operations and total system cost in
Table 3-13.
TABLE 3-13 - REFURBISHMENT COMPARISON BETWr_ OPERATIONS
AND TOTAL SYST_ COSTS
ITERATION
4
5
3
6
2
OPERATIONS
52.8
48.2
49.O
40.3
38.4
TOTAL.
SYST_
17.3
5.2
5.8
5.2
3.9
_RBISHMENT
($)*
239.7
14.6
13.9
12.3
11.9
*Cost in millions.
Refurbishment costs represent from 38.4 to 52.8 percent of operations;
the remainder is expended by maintenance. Compared with total system
cost, refurbishment will expend 3.9 to 17.3 percent of this cost over
the ten (I0) year life of the system.
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3.9 CER and Bottom-Up Cost Comparisons
Concurrent with bottom up costing, an independent CER (Cost Estimating
Relationship) estimate was made to make comparable cost data comparisons.
The CER approach uses the IDA model as modified by LMSC System Engineer-
ir_ to fit present Space Shuttle suppor_ programs.
The CER costs are tabulated in Table 5-14 for only those functions which ............
would make a cost contribution to a total _S cost. The total TPS cost of
610.6 million dollars represents 9% of the total system cost, 6,767.6 million
dollars.
TABLE 3-14 - CER SYST_ COST ANALYSIS
METALLIC TPS (TDNiCr)
ALL ENTRIES Ill MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
_ ,, , , .
DESIGNATION SYSTEM ORBITER TPS
R
(DDT&E)
STRUCTURE _
TEST HARDWARE (Labor)
(_tl)
FLIGHT OPS
Refurbishment
NR Total
(PRODUCTION)
(OFERATION)
Launch Ops
Flight Ops
Refurbi shinent
R Total
TOTAL
$ 5,512.4
$ 5,512.4
$ 501.7
753.5
$1,255.2
$ 6,767.6
86.0
10.5
315.3
232.7
$ 2,498-5
-719.0
310.6
(5.25F
3o5.6 $
(116.35)*
55.6
(58.175) _
$113.775
$ 610.60o
Cost shared 50/50 between booster and orbiter.
-_- Cost shared 50/50 between TPS refurbishment and other orbiter refurbishment
activities
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Operation refurbisl_ent is estimated to cost 58.2 million dollars which is
0._% of the total system cost and 7,7% of the total operations cost of
753.5 million doliars over the_ ten (IO) year life of the system. These
results are surcz_arizedin Table 3-15 according to the position of TPS oper-
ational refurbis_-ent in the hierachy of system costs.
TABLE _-!5 - TPS OPERATION REFURBISHM_ RELATIONSHIPS
SYST_.
COST CATEGORY
ORBITE_
TOT.-'_XSTEM COST
SYSTE4 OPERATIONS
GHT OPERATIONS
ZFURBI SHMENT
ORBITER
TPS SYSTEM
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
6,767.6
Z53-5
315.3
232.7
116.0
58.2
%
i00.00
Ii.I0
4.65
3.42
1.72
.9
_AII entries in millions of dollars.
It is significant to note that the operational uncertainties that can be
addressed on the Langley Mockup fall in the sub-categories of methods and
techniques which time llne study shows would be below the sixth (6th) level.
This would indicate that such costs'are quite possibly of little consequence
in the overall Droblem of reducing operating costs. This latter point is
further emphasized when it is realized that 92.3% of the System Operations
cost is going to be spent in areas other than TPS.
i In Figure 3-7, CER and bottom-up costs are compared. Bottom-up estimates for
Operations compare favorably with the 58.2 million CER value, particularly
since the uncertainty values encompass the CER value. However, the DDT&E and
Production_costs diffe_r significantly. DDT&E bottom-up values are less than
the CER value of 496.8 million dollars by a factor of six times for comparable
metallic systems. The variance is the result of insufficient definition of
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the development progrs_ for good cost _stimating to be 8cccmplished by the
Engineering function. While they express their concern over this problem
in the uncertainty values, it is apparent that the bottom_p high uncertainty
values still do not encompass the CER value. In the it_rat_ve process of
system development, more work is required on system definition in order to
resolve this cost estimation _eficiency. ....
Production costs developed from bottom-up estimates are three times larger
than the 55.6 million predicted by the CER value. A possible reason for this
outcome can be observed in Table 3-16 where initial production costs and
logistics spares requirements are displayed. The CER value of 5_.6 million
dollars and the nominal values for initial production are comparable in
magnitude, with the CER value lying well within the uncertainty bounds esti-
mated for initial production. However, the CER estimate does not account for
logisitc spares lying well below the lower uncertainty values for total pro-
duction. This outcome _s largely due to a better definition Of logistic
spares requirements at the time bottom-up estimates were made.
TABLE 3-16 - INITIAL AND LOGISTICS SPARES PRODUCTION
ITERATION
2
3
4
5
6
INITIAL PRoDucTION
NOMINAL
43.5
29.1
28.4
35.2
40.2
UA_CERTAINTY
lO3.O
25.0
60.0
17.2
162.0
33.0
88.0
_.o
_.0
_.o
LOGISTICS
SPARES
1&9.7
122.3
732.1
147.8
142.9
TOTAL
PRODUCmI ON
193.2
151.4
760.5
183.0
183.1
Here tne concept of uncertainty shows itself to be a powerful tool because, had
the CERs for DDT&E and Production been designed to handle uncertainty factors,
the high and low overlap bet'_een the CER and bottom-up approaches would be a
better measure of the significance in the deviation between estimates.
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3.10 Operational Analysis
Operational analysis (Appendix D) shows that refurbishment activities involve only
33 percent of the t_,tal elapsed time expended in one turnaround period. It will
be in this segment of the turnaround period that operationally efficient TPS
panel design will have its largest impact on manpower skill, procedures and
task time. In effect, skilled TPS personnel will be working 33% of the time.
During the remaining 67% of the refurbishment period they will be sitting around.
System level tradeoffs must be conducted to solve this problem of manpower opti-
mization. However, within the period that crews are gainfully employed, something
can be done to improve efficiency either through methods improvements or TPS
panel design performance improvements. It is in this a-_'eathat the Langley Mock-
up will be effective.
Time line studies indicate that the concept of panel interchangeability results
in the same nominal time to refurbish panels. However, the TPS material system
selected does introduce differing uncertainties. A metallic TPS system has a
larger uncertainty than that for either non-metallic or ablator systems, prin-
cipally in those operational task areas involved with panel replacement.. A
priority list of operation tasks is shown in Table ._-17 for a shuttle system
having a two (2) week turnaround operations cycle. Each operational event is
ranked in descending order of nominal cost ma_it, u4e subject to the conditioa
of high uncertainty.
The duration and uncertainty values for each time line event were estimated
by maintenance personnel familiar with flight operations Underlined inform-
ation highlights the total duration and weighted ttlcertainties for each opera-
tional step. Step IV involves refurbishment activities which are expected to
take six hours but this can vary from 2.5 to 19 hours depending on the degree
of difficulty encountered and methods of accomplishment. The remaining four
steps are of shorter duration and with the exception of postflight inspection
their uncertainties are less. Postflight inspection uncertainty is large
because -'redible methods of quickly and effectively inspecting a vehicle after
completion of a m_ssion are not known.
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TABLE 3-17 - PRIORITY LIST OF OPERATIONAL TASKS
PRIORITY
1.o
I.I
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6 I
i.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
m
3.0
m
4._2
TIME LINE
EVENT
STORY
4.7
4.9
4.10
4.46
4.12
4.2
4.1
4.3
4.11a
4.4a
4.11b
4.8
STEP I
TIME LINE
EVENT DESCRIPTION ......
DU.RA_O_NCE_n_
NOM
STEP V
STEP II
STEP IIl
Conduct Refurbishment
Clean and Inspect
Position Panel and
Check Fit
Attach Panel
Remove Panel
Clean and InspectRemove Plugs
I Locate Panel and
Plugs
Remove Closure
Install Plugs
Detach Panel
Install Closure
Unpack and Inspect
New
Post Flight Inspection
Final Operations
TIME
UNCERTAINTY
H-. £
s i/s
1/5
1%
1/5
1/2
i/2
i/2
i/%
1/2
1/2
i
i/2
I/2
i/2
5
4
5
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
1
8
2
2
2
D
Scheduling
Preparation
6
0.75
0.75
0.5
0.i
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.4
0.25
O.25
m
4
w
2
2
o
L
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?Time line studies conducted on removing panels which are in close proximity
or widely dispersed, show that the refurbishment time my vary from 4.4 to
6 hours per panel, respectively. The LsngleyMockup would be effective in
establishing the correctness of this nominal outcome.
Cost estimating uas difficult in all areas of TPS refurbishment because a
baseline operational system does not exist. Operations personnel could
establish reasonable operational tasks but they were not in a positiou to
state what methods and techniques would be most effective in accomplishing
the tasks Nom_rml values and uncertainties assigned to each event are
measures of this difficulty. These results indicate that it rill be diffi-
cult to write a reasonable test proo_mm for the Langley Mockupuntil defini-
tive test procedures are established. Without the exp]icit delineation of
tasks, methods and techniques described in a baseline operational system,
considerable judgment by experienced Operatiom_ personnei will be necessary.
During the planning activity for Phase II, emphasis should be placed on
securing such p_ople and having them formulate definitive procedures.
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TEST PROGRAN PLAN
&.l PURPOSE
This plan describes the series of tests recommended for the first of a pro-
gressive series of incremental steps phased to the development of the NASA
Space Shuttle Program. These particular tests have been selected to provide
reference data for evaluating the time and cost estimates for panel ramoval
and replacement. This is the largest element of recurring TPS refurbishment
cost; hence, improvements in this area can have the biggest impact on develop-
merit cost, schedules, and operational costs.
&.2 SCOPE
This Phase II, Step I test program shs/l encompass the test operations des-
cribed in the following Test Requirements Sheets, performed in sequence:
TRS No. NM 7 - PANEL LAY-UF A_D R_40_AL (NON-METALLIC TPS)
TRS No. ME 7 - PANEL LAY-UP A_) _40_AL (METALLIC TPS)
TRS No. AB 7 - PANEL LAY-UP A_) K_4OVAL (ABLATIVE TPS)
The three (3) Test Requirement Sheets are provided at the end of this Section.
&.3 TEST FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
The test facilities and equipment to conduct the initial Phase II Test Program
consist of the NASA-Langley Mockup, work access platforms, TPS panel-handling
equipment, rigging, hand tools, and an enclosed work area of approximately
32' x 50:, ser_zieed by a 2-ton bridge crane. Other handling equipment,
special tools, and devices which are peculiar to a given test are identi-
fied cn individual Test Requirements _eets. Special environmental and
cleanliness controls are not specified for the test area due to an assump-
tion that the tests defined for TPS panels and techniques to be evaluated
4-i
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in these tests should be capable of being performed without special attention
to these factors. It is assumed that a design goal for the TPS system for
the Shuttle vehicle would be to perform turnaround refurbishment in ambient
atmosphere with minimum shelter requirements.
The tests will be performed _n the NASA-Langley Mockup (M/U) located in a
Government laboratory at the LRC. The M/U facilities and utilities are GFE
for this test program; all other facilities and support equipment required
by LMSC will be provided under the contract.
4.4 TEST OBJECTIVES
The basic obJec+Ive of these tests is to identify means for reducing refurbish-
ment costs. A corollary objective, therefore, is to establish reference ti_,s
for evaluation of TPS refurbishment estimates and potential cost savings.
Secondary objectives are to determine the operational adequacy of the pre-
liminary TPS design concepts and the identification of operational procedures,
processes, and special support equipment, so that requirements may be inter-
Jected into the Space Shuttle development cycle.
4.5 TEST IT_4S
Table 4-1 summarizes typical test panel weights. Options A-2 and B-2 are re-
commended test panels. Ablative panels are fabricated to NASA specifications
and supplied by NASA. Panel drawings, test assembly, drawings, and layout draw-
ings are included in Appendix E.
The test items consist of the following:
• Ablative, metallic, non-metallic panels fabricated from candidate
materials and designs in selected sizes.
• Substructures and attachment hardware for attaching the TPS panels
to the moc_ap in a manner comparable to that proposed for the Space
Shuttle vehicle.
O Closure strips and other hardware required to simulate finished
" exterior surface of the shuttle vehicle.
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4.6 TEST DOCUMENTATION
A test report shall be prepared at the conclusion of the test program to
document the purpose, procedures, materials, operational times, and parti-
cular difficulties of each of the three TPS material system_. The time
study data from successive -iterations of test operations for each system
shall be analyzed to detect learning trends and estimate nominal average
times that might be expected for the operational phase of Space Shuttle,
and the uncertainty associated with the estimate. The overall test program
shall be analyzed to identify areas of technology, design, and support that
should be considered for further develcpment or testing.
The test report for this program is estimated to require approximately
150 pages, including 20 illustrations. Additional documentation of the
tests, in the form of a silent movie, is suggested as a valuable record
of a unique test program, a helpful aid to program planners and designers,
and a useful training aid for future Space Shuttle TPS development test
programs.
4.7 TECNI_iC AL DISCUSSION
The usefulness a_d validity of the test results depend upon the accuracy with
which operational conditions are simulated or weighting factors for non-
simulated conditions or activities determined. Application of learning
curve techniques_ to determine Nth unit time requirements is a well known
practice but demands continuous production and, typically, extrapolates from
data for the 2Oth or 5Oth units to predict performance on the 2OOth or 5OOth
unit. Obviously, such data for the Space Shuttle is years off, but the
basic technique can be used as an approximation if sufficient reference
data is obtained to provide a starting point. Studies of maintenance oper-
ations of large airlines (TWA and United), a small airline (PSA), and military
transports (C-130, C-L41, C-SA, and P-3A) do not reveal any flight-line or
"overnight" maintenance similarity to TPS, and only slight application of
Class D (block overhaul) techniques to the conditions and type of construc-
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tlon and materials being considered for Space Shuttle TPS. Hence, sufficient
testing on a mockup must be done to provide the reference time base for opera-
tional estimates.
Reference times are necessary for operations involving a group of panels and
for individual panel replacement since typical shuttle maintenance is expected
to involve both situations. A "test iteration" designed to accumulate data
for both cases has therefore been specified. The iteration consists of
applying an arbitrary number of TPS panels (9) to the Mockup in a 3 x 3
pattern, then removing one of the panels (preferably the center one because
it is most typical of a vehicular installation, being completely surrounded
by other panels), cleanio_ and inspecting the cavity, reinstalling the panel,
and then removing the group of panels. Figure 4-I shows a typical arrange-
ment. The simulation should include such in-process inspection activities
as checking fits, surface matching, correct part numbers, proper torques,
etc. The "iteration" could have started with the "group removal" operation,
more true-to-life, but would have necessitated an extra "group installation"
cycle for each TPS material system at the beginning, and an extra "group
removal" cycle at the end of each test series. The compromise in sequence
will not affect the validity of the reference data obtained. A typical lay-
up sequence for nine (9) non-metallic panels and closures is shown in
Figure 4-2.
A minimum of two complete iterations for each simulated "vehicle area",
namely the mockup vertical (side of the vehicle) and the mockup horizontal
(bottom of the vehicle), are considered necessary to provide a basis for
extrapolation. The more iterations that are performed the greater will be
the confidence in the projections. It is important that the test opera-
tions not be prejudiced by activities or constraints that are not typical
of an operational maintenance base enviromment. One complete iteration of
the first material system to be tested, in this case, the non-metallic
system., should be performed to familiarize the crew with the work area,
source of minor supplies, the support equipment and tools, the Mockup, and
the techniques and working conditions. This iteration permits the Time
Study Analyst to lay out his work sheets and to identify meaningful dis-
crete measurement points in the process. The Mockup and the test hardware
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Typical Event Sequence
X
Ite__.__m
I.
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
l
17.
18.
19.
Event
Position and attach psnel i
Position and attach panel 2
Insert closure strip (a)
Position and attach panel 3
Insert closure strip (b)
Position and attach panel 4
Insert closure strip (c)
Position and attach panel 6
Insert closure strips (d) and (e)
Position and attach panel 9
Insert closure strips_(k, I, m, aM n)
Insert closure strips (o) through (x)
FIGURE 4-2 - TYPICAL LAYUP SEQUENCE
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(simulating the vehicle primary structure to which the TPS mounts) is proven
by this initial "non-typical" iteration. The support equipment used may be
simple but must be of a type suitable for repetitive operational use. Air-
craft work stands, scissors-type manlifts (6' x I0' platform size), pickup
trucks or "baggage train" tractor and dollies are typical, whereas fixed-
scaffoid{ng, folding-Lstep 1adders, cherry pickers or crane-susperAed plat-
forms would not be representative. Work areas are also important. There
must be access all around the vehicle (and t_m l_ckup) to bring up and posi-
tion the support equipment and to move other equipment and supplies around
without having to stop work and move the work platforms out of position. The
Mockup work area requirements are shown in Figure 4-3. A 32' x 50' area is
recommended to provide on-site storage for tools, support equipment, spares,
and three (3) sets of test TPS ,material. However, if storage space is pro-
vided near by, it is possible to get along with a 28' x iO t test area and
still have a reasonable simulation of the operational envirorJnent; anything
less thml this ccmplicates the test operations and adjustment or interpre-
tation of reference times.
Test results will be documented by descriptions of the processes and/or
procedures for installation and removal, tables of times required, graphs
of trends and projections, draftings or photographs of the test articles,
and a motion picture of a typical iteratiou for each TPS material system.
The picture has been planned as a separate test series after the conclusion
of the basic series, because the concurrent production would introduce non-
typical activities and delays t_mt would render time studies invalid.
Further, with completion of the basic series, the most critical operations
and productive techniques are known and can be emphasized.
The Non-metallic and Ablative TPS designs employ expendable plugs to protect
the attachment bolts in the current concepts. Logistic spares are therefore
required in sufficient quantities to support the number of test iterations
planned. Additional allowance must be made for breakage or damage during
normal nz_ndling, installation, and removal operations. Allowance has been
A-8
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made in the plarmed fabrication of test panels and associated parts for
spares and supplies to support the test program previously described.
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4.8 TEST SCKEDULE AND MANNING
A thirty-one week program schedule has been developed to accomplish the
test objectives on three TPS material systems previously described. The
first fifteen weeks are allotted to procurement and fabrication of test
articles and test hardware and the packaging and air-shipment to Langley.
(Air-shipment has been selected to save approximately two weeks of project
time.) One week has been allocated to pre-.test activities which include
arranging for rental of additional support equipment, obtaining and checking
out GEE, unpacking material and equipment shipped from Lockheed, installing
the simulated vehicle primaz7 structure on the Mockup to precise dimensions,
and preparing for the actual test program. Nine weeks have been estimated
for the three test series: 15 work days for the non-metallic system, in-
cluding an extra "first time only" iteration, 13 _'ork days for the metallic
system, and 17 work days for the ablative system. At the conclusion of the
basic test activity, two weeks have been assigned to a documentary movie_
approximately three days of shooting an ablative, metallic, and non-me+_allic
TPS operations in that order. Post-test operations, which include cleanup,
return of rental or borrowed equipment, packaging and shipping of Lockheed-
owned equipment, and the transfer to Langley of residual items built or pur-
chased specifically for the test program, require a week. It should be noted
that there is no provision for the refurbishment of test articles, test hard-
ware, or the Mockup in this program. An additional three weeks 5s then
required to comple$_ and deliver the final report, including the silent
documentary movie. It has been assumed that Langley personnel will con-
tinuously monitor the test program and participate in discussions with the
Project Leader, providing appropriate direction and guidance, so that sub-
mission of a draft report is unnecessary. Figure 4-4 shows the proposed
schedule described above.
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Particular attention has been given to the Test Manning Requirements and the
selection of personnel. This test series is believed to be unique in its
place so early in the Space Shuttle program schedule; this will permit the
results to be used to influence design for operational considerations -
a goal often voiced but rarely implemented. The development of aerospace
hardware is a complex process with many conflicting and competing require-
ments at every level. All too often the impact of operations on systems
cost is ignored until after designs are frozen and production is ccmmihted.
Lockheed has recognized this problem in their Space Systems Manufacturing
Operations and employs the methodology illustrated in Figure A-5 to ensure
that designs are economical to manufacture and to maintain. Interaction
is required between design functions and the manufacturing operations from
the beginning. The initial concept is reviewed and analyzed by experienced
manufacturing operations and methods engineers. Questions of suitability
for intended use, economy of manufscture, choice of methcds, etc. are
resolved by analysis or experimental investigations. Data obtained from
the design feasibility investigation are fed into the preliminary design;
several iterations may be required. Both preliminary design data and the
results of the feasibility investigations form a starting point for the
operational process development studies, which involve frequent exchange
between the final design group and the process development.
Final design release normally must be made prior to complete definition of
the process, with si_omificant alterations effected by means of engineering
change orders. Actual controlling documents and specifications are generated
by responsible functional groups utilizing the information available from
both design and operational development studies. These documents are typi-
cally of three types. The first consists of Engineering Specifications
defining both the materials and the engineering requirements with which the
process must comply. The second is an _perational Process gpecification,
which _;ill delineate the step-by-step activities of the operators. The
third is a Quality Assurance Standard which dictates the methods and occa-
sions for inspection in-process to assure compliance with the engineering
requirements.
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Upon release of the design, many affiliated support actions are initiated.
Tool planning and fabrication, production control, procurement, and many
other functions must be accomplished in a timely manner to meet production
schedules. To implement such activities does, however, require working
with conceptual designs rather than with flight-test proven items, and with
procedures developed on paper but not previously tried. For these reasons,
it is considered necessary that the test crew be made up of highly versatile
engineers, each with broad experience rather than either highly specialized
technicians or seml-skilled labor. (Once procedures and designs have been
fixed and proven, it is expected that semi-skilled technicians .___ybe trained
to handle the routine operations involved in the removal and replacement of
TPS. ) Table _-2 shows the allocation of personnel to the various tasks.
The Project Leader provides overall supervision of the test program and
direct interface with the Langley COR. He has been selected for his famil-
iarity with Thermal Protection Systems, industrial engineering experience,
analytical ability, and leadership. -
The Inspection Engineer develops and analyzes manufacturing/assembly processes
and determines the controls and inspect{:_n requirements. For this Job, he
will be a direct participant in the test activities, identifying in-process
inspection requirements and in_ecting appropriate steps or interruptions
into the installation sequences. When not wearing his "inspection" hat, he
will assist in assembly and support tasks.
The Methods Development Engineer acts as lead man for the assembly crew,
developing and modifying assembly sequences and techniques and performing
the operations. A broad background in handling and assembling mechanical
hardware for aircraft and spacecraft under production and launch base con-
ditions is considered desirable in establishing efficient and re,/istic
operations.
The Assembly Process Engineer supperts and complements the Methods Engineer
in skills and experience. Practical experience in vehicle assembly and
maintenance operations is a prime requisite for this key crew membe--r.
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Thesepeopleconstitute the basic "minimum"cx :, and are assisted by the
other crew members in oper:tions requir_ _,_ additional help. (Three are
required for many oper_ti_ s and a fourth man may be needed in some situ-
ations. )
Tb Time Study Engineer_is the official observer and recorder of actual test
operations and time spans. He requires considerable experience in this facet
of industrial engineering and a good understanding of field conditions and
mechanical assembly operations to properly identify the significant steps.
When actual tests are not being performed, he will assist in support opera-
tions or in the preparation of analyses and data for the test report°
4.9 TEST SUPPORT COST
Phase II management cost, test labor expenditures, and documentation cost for
the three (3) TPS systems are summarized in Table 4-3
TABLE 4-3 - TEST SUPPORT PRICE SUMMARY
ITEM COST ELEMENT TEST REPORTS/
DOCUMENTATION
I
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
13
Engineering Hours i ,143 520
Manufacturing Hours 2,O49 120
TOTAL HOURS 3,192 640
m
Material
Material Overhead
Engineering Labor
Engineering Overhead
Manufacturing Labor
Manufacturing O'head
Other Costs
Subtotal
G&A Expense
Subtotal
$ 1,631 $ -
302 25
10,659 3,698
8,195 3,728
13,176 866
15,429 904
26,104 395
$75,496 $ 9,616
5,181 I_039
$ 80,677 _IO,655
PROGRAM
MANAO_T
560
560
m
w
5,712
4,015
64
$ 9,791
9O9
$IO,700
&-16
TOTAL
2,223
2,169
4,392
$ 1,631
327
20,069
15,938
14,042
16,333
26,563
$ 94,903
$102,032
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The non-metallic system will be tested first, followed by the metallic system
_nd concluding _._th the ablative system. Five '_) test iterations will be
perfc_ned on the non-metallic foam/steel panels; the first will be conducted
for crew fawiliarization and general test shakedown. .%luminum/Aluminum
metallic panels will have four (4) test iterations performed on them as will
the ablative system. Crew size will vary from two (2) to four (4) personnel.
They wil_l be involved in layup, inspection, data recording and observation
activities. A typical task and manpower breakdown for a non-metallic system
is provided in Table 4-4.
TABLE 4-4 - TYPICAL OPERATIONAL TASK AND MANPOWER S_QUENCE
SEQU_CE
Layup Panels
Bolts Panels
Layup Closure
Layup Closure Blocks
Bolt Closure Blocks
Insert Closure Plugs
WORKER
2
1
1
1
1
PERSONNEL
SUPPORT
Observer
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
Inspector
TASK
Pickup, layup, position
Hand installion, hand
tighten, torque
Pickup, drop in place,
position
Pickup, drop in-place,
adjust
Install, ha_d tighten,
torque
Cement, insert, position
Both the observer and inspector will perform additional support duties such
as getting material ready and assist in handling them during testing.
I" .
4.i0 TEST PANELS
Low- c._st TPS structural materials amd fabrication methods have been identified
for a nu_ber of metallic and non-metallic TPS system options (Appendix E).
It has been .:..?termined for simulated systems that such physical characteristics
as size, structare, and weight, and handling features ar_6not--signif_dahtl_
different from those <-xhibited by real panels. Wh_t variations do exist will
4-17
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not seriously Jeopardize TPS design objectives or credibility of the result-
ing operations data. Consequently, it is recommended that simulated TPS
systems be selected for the Phase II test program.
1
Y
f
J
Another factor which merits consideration in the final selection process is
the general status of the space shuttle design effort ar_ its likely effect
on the information obtained from the Phase II test program Adequate space
shuttle baseline design criteria have not been formulated as yet. The low level
of design maturity is evidenced in the layout drawings and sketches in the
literature and the particular lack of point design effort in the TPS sub-
system area. Because of this situation, it is both practical and expedient
to use materials which reduce the ultimate cost of the Phas_ II test programs.
Simulated TPS systems which are co_sidered to be the best technical repre-
sentation of metallic and non-metallic systems and are relatively inexpen-
sive to fabricate can be identified as follows:
TPS System Component
Metallic AI/AI
Non-metallic Foam/Steel
Neither system is the least expensive but the desirability of using metallic
subpanels resulted in their selection. Wood subpenels were discarded be-
cause they were not considered sufficiently durable The price to fabricate
nine (9) panels, closures and associated test assembly hardware are provided
in Table &-5.
&-18
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1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
iO
13
TABLE 4-5 - TEST PAN_- PRICE SUI_Y
COST ELD_NT
Engineering Hours
Manufacturing Hours
Total Hours
Material
Material Overhead
Engine6ring Labor
Engineering Overhead
Manufacturing Labor
Manufacturing Overhead
OPTION A-2
(_In)
METALLIC
SYST_N
470
2,094
2,564
$ 271
50
2,844
3,370
10,658
15,768
OPTION B-2
( mA_--s_ )
NON-METALLI C
SYST_N
5_
2,473
3,031
$ 901
167
3,376
4,0qi
12,588
18,622
Other Costs
Subtotal
G&A Expense
Subtotal
2,808
-$ 35,769
4,161
$ 39,930
3,317
$42,972
4,919
$47,891
k,
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/ TITLE:
TEST REQUIRm(E_S _IEET
PA_ LAY-UP AND REMOVAL (METALLIC TPS)
TRS _D. ME7
OBJECTIVES, i) Determine adequacy of installation design @_neept.
2) Obtain a "reference" time for installation of grou_ of panels.
3) Obtain a "reference" time for removal & repls_ment of a s_ngle panel.
4) Identify operations having p:_mpects for significant improvements
by development of procedures, processes or speclal support ecuipment.
TEST ITEMS: 9 panels, 2' x 2', sihgle curvature, typical of corrugated metallic TPS,
6 Closures, 24 Cover Plates, 12 Insulation Pillows. associated fasteners,
plus logistics spares for expendables (depending on No. of operations).
F^CilITIES: TPS Wrack-ripStructure with "primary vehicle structure" attached.
Enclosed 32' x 50f area with 2-%on bridge crane having a 20' hook
height, sh_p air, standard utilities and motor vehicle access.
SUPPORT EQUIPM_T, Aircraft-type adjustable servioe stand.
Telesegpe Work Platform, 4 to 12 ft. height range
(Seissors _anlift or equiv. ) __
Assorted small han_ tools
\
EST. TEneTMANNING: Test Eeader/Industrial Engineer
Inspection Requirements Engineer
Neth_s reveio_nent Engineer
Heohanical Assembly Technician
Time Study Analyst
EST. TEST TIME: 1 3 working days *
NOTES:
_Assumes first test on M/U has been done for another system and test personnel
are familiar with facilities, equipment and basic techniques. Test itself
then consists of two iterations with M/U vertical and two iterations with M/U
horizontal, simulating bottom of Space Shuttle. One iteration consists of
complete installation of 9 panels, removal and replacement of one panel
(preferably the center one), and removal of the 9 panels.
During each iteration inspection activities and interruptions typical of
the actual operational phase requirements shall be simulated, and time spans
for each type of activity or process shall be recorded.
NAS !-10094
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TITLE,
o.
?KS? __'tS SmUT
PANEL LAY-UP AND I_40VAL (ABLATIVE TPS)
Tim IS. _7
°•
.5
•j:
._._
• -L;.
r
1) Determine adequaey of inatellation design @oneept.
2) Obtain • "refsrenee w time for installation ¢f group @f paasls.
3) OBtain a nmfo,'enoo" tim for removal & replaeement of a ein_le pmuml.
&) Identify operations having prospeots for signifi¢.%ut iml_vements
by development of proeeduresp proeeneed o_ epeolal sup_rt equil_ent.
4v 6 w6 panels, x and 3 panels, 2' x 6', single curvature, typical of
Ablative TPS, 180 Plugs, RTV, associated fasteners, plus logistics
spares for expendables (depending on No. of operations).
FACILITIESa TPSM@@k--up Strueture withnprimarTvehiole ot:_@_' attaehed.
Enclosed 32' x 50' area with 2-ton bridge crane having a 20 ft
hook height, shop air, standard utilities and motor vehicle access.
S0PPOEr EQUIPMRW_I _t-type adjustable Hrviee sta_.
Teleee_img Work Platfomm 4 to 12 ft. height range
(Se_rs _ e_. equiv.)
Assorted small ha-_ tools
EST. TEST MA_s Test Leader/Indust,_l _ngineer
In_eetion bquirem_nte Engimeer
Methods Develol_smt _mgim_er
Meehan_eal Assembly Teehule_an
_lme Study Ama/yw_
_. TEST TIM_n 17 W_k:[m_ da_w •
*Assumes first test on M/U has been done for another system, and test per-
sonnel are familiar with facilities, equipment and basic techniques.
Test itself then consists of two iterations w_h M/U vertical and t';o
iterations with M/U horizontal, simulating bottom of Space Shuttle
One iteration consists of complete installation of 9 panels, removal and
replacement of one panel (preferably the center one), and removal of the
9 panels. During each iteration inspection activities and interruptions
typical of the actual operational phase requirements shall be simulated,
and time spans for each type of activity or process shall be recorded.
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TITLE:
OBJECTIVES:
TEST REQUI _S
PANEL LAY-UP .AND REMOVAL (NON-METALLIC TPS)
TRS NO. _47
!) Determine adequacy of installation design concept.
2) Obtain a "reference" t_me for installation of group of panels.
3) Obtain a "reference" time for removal & replacement of a single panel.
%) Identify operations having prospects for significant improvements
by development of procedures, processes Or special support equipment.
•(.:
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TEST IT, S: 9 panels, 2' x 2', single curvature, typical of Non-metallic TPS,
2A Closures, 16 Blocks, 16 Plugs, associated fasteners, plus
logistics spares for expendables (depending on No. of operations).
FACILITIES: T:S Mock-up Structure with "primary vehicle structure" attached.
Enclosed 32' x 50' area with 2-ton bridge crane having a 20' hook
height, shop air, standard utilities and motor vehicle access.
SUPPORT EQTTI"_PM..-_TT: Aircraft-type adjustable service stand.
Telescope Work Platform, 4 to 12 f'_-height range
(Scissors Manlift or equiv.)
Assorted small hand tools
EST. TEST MANNING: Test Leader/Industrial Engineer
Inspection Requirements Engineer
Methods Development Engineer
Mechanical Assembly Technician
Time Study Analyst
EST. TEST TIME: 15 working days *
NOTES: Assumes first test-on M/U is for NM system, with one complete iteration to
familiarize test personnel with facilities, equipment and basic techniques
and to2rove out test fixture. Test itself then consists of two iterations
with M/U vertical and two iterations with M/U horizontal, simulating bottom
of Space Shuttle. One iteration consists of complete installation of 9 panels,
removal and replacement of one panel (preferably the center one), and removal
of the 9 panels. During each iterntion inspection activities and inter-
m:ptions typical of the actual operational phase requirements shall be simu-
lated, and time spans for each type of activity or process shall be recorded.
NAS l-lO09&
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CONCLUSIONS AND REC_ATIONS
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5.1 Mockup Philosophy
The Langley Mockup is a test bed on which studies maybe made of structures,
materials, methods, and techniques which have significant development and oper-
ational cost impact. These studies should ultimately lead to recommendaticns
on materials, operational criteria for structure design requirements, identi-
fication of haniling equipment characteristics for TPS assemblies, and a yard
stick for estimating TPS maintenance time spans and manpower requirements.
Studies (or tests) on the Mnckup can provide many answers to operational un-
knowns or uncertainties; they do not answer questions relating to mechanical
strain, fatigue, creep, buckling, binding, rupture, peeling absorption, etc.
resulting from exposure to real or simu/ated launch flight entry, la_ings
and ground handling environments. Figure 5-1 portrays elements of a test
program t_hat should be planned for the TPS early enough to influence design.
| I
ENVIRDNMENTAL NON-ENVIRONMEh_AL
' !(NOT PRACTICAL
ON MOCK'UP) TEST ARTICLES!
SIMULATED
--DESIGN VERIFICATION
TECHNIQUE SELECTION
OPERATION TIMES
METrIODS D ETL'WMINATION
I
DESIGN VERIFICATION
--TECHNIQUE SELECTION
--METHODS DETERM/NATI ON
--MAI NTENANCE
FIGURE 5-I - MOCKUP TEST PBOGRAM
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At this sta_e o_ Space Shuttle development, the Langley Mockup will function
as a Development Test Article (DTA) having considerable growth potential.
Figure 5-2 envisions the way in which the mockup will be used during the
development phase o£ the Space Shuttle program. The present status of the
progrsm suggests that the phase schedules for system acquisition are not firm.._ ........
Consequently, the Phase II program should be tailored to this condition by
scheduling DTA activities according to the status of design develo_nent. In
Step I the mockup would be used to demonstrate that panels can be laid up,
that selected designs can do the job at a cost which is less for somB than
for others. As TPS system design matures and operational performance require-
ments become better defined, they can be proof tested on the Mockup during
Step 2. During this period, procedures for conducting refurbishment operation
can 5e developed and improved. Now the mockup can take on a much broader role
by providing design with operational perfo_-_ance criteria and by giving manage-
aent and engineering a clearer un_erstauding of operational needs through the
technique of demonstration. Further, the Mockup ms 9 assume a different appear-
ance both in configuration 8nd number of DTA that are available, and provide
more flexible features for accommodating various designs.
As the operational phase approaches, Step 3 would be initiated. Technical
training wou_d be given to operational crews using the procedures developed
in Step 2. New crew members can be trained and programs to maintain operator
proficiency could be initiated. Training aids such as movies and slides
cou/d be used in the classroom along with the mockup.
5.2 Technical Evaluation
The results and observations derived from the total economic evaluation and
operational cost analysis are important in that they assign the refurbish-
ment function of Operations to its proper economic relationship with total
system acquisition cost. In addition, a means is provided for making deci-
sions regarding the selection of TPS material systems and operation tasks
for in clusi_n_in a Test Program. __
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5.2.1 Relative Econom/" Importance of Refurbishment Operations. The mission
model for the total economic evaluation and operational analysis used on eight
(8) vehicle systems, which flies 75 missions a year for the ten (I0) year life
of the system. Returning Orbiters are refurbished in a two (2) week turnaround
period.
Based on CER cost estimates, refurbishment operations (58.2 m_llion) constitute
approximately 7.7% of the total operations cost of the system (753.3 million
_ollars). In terms of total system cost, refurbishment operations represents
0.9% of the estimated 6,767.6 million dollars to acqu/re and operate the
systern.
Bottom-up costs estimated for metallic and non-metallic TPS systems show that
refurbishment costs can range from 6.7 million to 148.9 million dollars due to
technological uncertainty. The nominal cost ranges from 27.3 to 30.9 million
dollars which compares with th_ 58.2 million dollars developed from CER data.
Operational analyses, using time line techniques, indicate that approximately
one-third (1/3) of the elapsed turnaround time will be devoted to refurbish-
ment activities while the remaining two-thirds (2/3) must be considered as
non-productive or lost time. Consequently, 19 million dollars of the 58.2
million estimated as necessary to perform refurbishment functions will be
affected by efficient operational procedures or by achieving improved TPS
panel performance.
Operational tasks which have the largest cost and largest uncertainty have
been identified in the operational analysis as panel removal, p_nel replace-
ment, and in-process inspection. They should recieve first consideration
in the Phase II test program. Experienced operations personnel should be
available during Phase II planning to ensure the selection of representative
methods and techniques for each task and to formulate the criteria upon which
panel design performance is to be Judged.
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5.2.2 TPS S_stem/5_bsystem Contribution to System Cost. The ablative
TPS system is operationally most expensive because of its large refurbish-
ment rate. It is evident that efficient panel design and operational pro-
cedures would be desirable to reduce the total cost of refurbishing ablative
panels. However, the estimated costs for DDT&E would be impacted if a
significant reduction in operating expense is to be achieved and this might
still result in ablative systems not being competitive with metallic or
non-metallic systems. Only a truly reusable ablator system can begin to
compete with the metallic or non-metallic TPS systems.
In order of high cost and uncertainty, ablator, metallic and non-metallic
TPS systems would be selected for test consideration. However, it is
the low-cost non-metallic system which shows the most promise.
Subsystem materials are largely influenced by the temperature regime in
which they reside. Low maintenance rates will exist for such areas as
the nose cone, leading edges, chine and bottom of the Orbiter vehicle. TPS
subsystems which should receive highest priority are those physically located
on the Bottom of the Orbiter, since this region will experience the largest
number of panel replacements. The cost uncertainty is also highest in this
region. TPS subsystems recommended for the Phase II test program are listed
in Table 5-1 in order of high cost and high uncertainty.
5.2.3 Operation Tasks Contribution to System Cost. Operation tasks are
most expensive and uncertain in the maintenance function where panels are
made f!ightworthy after removal. This function is nut one which is considered
for Moc_p applications, although "repair-in-place" activities might be
performed if actual test materials are used. Operation tasks considered for
inclusion in the RCS test program as Refurbis_aent activities are listed in
Table 5'2 in orderer high cost and high uncertainty. -
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TABLE 5-1 -- TPS SUBSYST_ MATERIAL PRIORITY
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?RIORITY MATEPIAL CODE LOCATION MATERIAL £UBSYST_M
L
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
011
013
012
iio
O3O
O5O
041
010
O44
O6O
112
I
I 042
I
j 020
*FS = Fail Safe.
Bottom
Side
Leading Edge/Side
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom
Bottom/Chine
Top
Nose Cone
Base Shield
Leading Edge/Side
S_de
Side
Leading Edge/Side
Side
Leading Edge/Side
Nose Cone
Ablator
Ablator
Ablator
FS-15OO*.......
Columbium
TDNiCr
Ll-I 500
Titanium
Ablator
Li-1500
Haynes
°
Rene '41
FS-I 500_
m
LI-1500
LI-1500
Tantalum
TABLE 5-2 -- OPERATION TASK PRIORITY
PRIO_
2
3
4
5
6
OPERATION TASK
Maintenance (Not considered for
Mock-up applications)
Panel Installation
Panel Removal
Refurbish-
In-process Inspection
ment
Packaging and Handling
Storage
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5.2.4 Maintenance Rate Contribution to System Cost. Maintenance rate ranks
as the single most important cost driver. Metallic TPS systems experience
the lowest number of panel replacements per mission followed by non-metallic
and then ablative systems. The Langley Mockup cannot evaluate the.genera_l..........
status of panels brought about by conditions experienced during a flight.
The postflight inspection task cannot be performed even though it does re-
present one of the high cost operational tasks and is a most uncertain func-
tion. Validation of maintenance rates and uncertainties would be possible if
actual materials were first tested on the Mockup and then subject to an
environmental test program. This is considered outside the initial scope
of the Phase II Test Program.
5.2.5 Application to the Langley Mockup. TPS structure designs for those
panels to be tested on the Mockdp should come from the bot(om region of selec-
ted baseline vehicle configurations. The Mockup by design is ideally suited
to simulate such a region owing to its relatively shallow single curvature.
Operational tasks may be limited to only refurbishment activities, however,
this should not be considered as d_sadvantageous. Design maturity is not well
enough advanced in point desi_aas and operational tec.hniques to expect more
than demonstration testing of typical operational p._ocedures on representative
panels to be accomplished at this time.
5.3 Phase II Program Cost
The recommended Phase II program will involve fabrication and testing of
panels representative of the three TPS material systems. Nine metallic, non-
metallic and ablative system panels and closures will be tested. Lay-up and
removal tasks were determined from operational analysis to be high-cost
activities and to possess large technological uncertainties. Five test
iterations are planned for the non-metallic system, the first for familiari-
zation p_p?ses and the remainder for data acquisition. Both the metallic
and ablator systems will have four test iterations.
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Thetest programwill involve individuals skiiled in operational activities.
Testing will take place at the Langley Research Center over a period of 13
weeks. The final report will be completed 31 weeks after contract go-ahead.
Phase II material and test labor expenditures are p_ovided in Table 5-3.
Simulated panels are recommended. AI/AI structure is eonsidered-_ be ....
representative of metallic systems and foam/steel struct,Ar_ as representa-
tive of non-metallic systems. Albator material is GFE. Total program cost
is $189,853 excluding fee.
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References contained in this section are those which proved to be most useful
to the RCS program. Their selection was based on.
1. The presentation of attachment ar_ primary structure design concepts
and design maturity.
2. The delineation of operational methods and techniques of Izio.lementatlon
that would be helpful in establishing an Operations Scenario and for
"time line" analysis.
3. The coverage of Inspection procedures that would clarify the most
likely techniques to be used in refurbishment determlnatior_ and sub-
sequent verification activities.
The list of references was reviewed continually throug_hout the duration of the
contract.
This review of the literature has established the nature and extent of TPS de-
sign and analysis work conducted to date and further established the degree to
which these activities have d_veloped optimum methods for installing TPS on a
shuttle vehicle. In general, the literature is extensive in the areas of
material characterization and adequately covers small panel structural design,
armlysls_ and test activitles_ but on the subject of panel installation data
are sparse at best with few feasible designs and detail drawings in evidence.
In addition, the availability of current information (1969-1970) covering
large shuttle type developments is meager.
The literature lacks coverage and depth in the following categories:
I. Studies specifically oriented toward TPS panel installation prcblems
where attachment methods and pri_mry structure interaction are detailed
for refurbishment efficiency study. __
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2. Detailed evaluation of speciai-structural preblem_ _ssociated with
complex contours, leading edges, etc., that would be helpful in
makir_ operational performance determinations of such designs.
3. _tudies addressing the problem of panel size, geometry, and orienta-
tion vers_s vehicle configuration as they affect _such. operational
problems as handlir-_, ground support equipment, and crew-slze evaltm-
tion.
_. Studies which scale up the ablative information from that developed
during the ear3_y l_60's on the X-20, HL-10, M2-:_2 vehicles to that
which meets tb_ needs of vehicles presently envisioned.
5. Studies of metallic TPS systems where attachment design details have
been anal&'zed fcr _hermsl, structural stress, loads and dyr_mies, and
materials acceptability.
6. Stifles of recent origin (69-70) which establish a baseline vehicle
- configuration ,2nich _,culd be helpful in establishing _hat will be
cor_sidered as representative TPS design.
_q'nelikelihood of any improvement in tL-s situation during the RCS program is
remote, particularly since this program preempts the Phase B studies and re-
cently awarded SET contracts.
Following is a summary of info-_'_.'ntic._hich is available to the RCS study for
design purposes and for use in dzveloping operational uncertainties;
1. Attachments, attachment methods, znd primary structural concepts
-have changed radicalSj" from those us_.d on the X-20, _-F2, HL-10
vehicle configuratio._ to those that are envisioned on present
vehicles.
2. Ablative TPS systems are the best illustrated and most widely docu-
mented. Little or no metallic TPS system documentation exists that
is significant to the RCS study and the same is true for non-
metallic inorganic systems.
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3. Documentation la explicit in expressing a need for detailed consid-
eration on such 'i_PSsystem subjects as panel sizing, fabrication and
installation needs and procedures and operations requirements.
However, thesubstance of the coverage is still too general for use-
ful operational details to have been produced. To date concern has
been with material characterization and associated processes rathe_
than with the practical problems of fabrication and installation of
selected TPS thermostructural panels. _ere operational experience
does exist, it has not been developed sufficiently to be influential
in establishing operationally feasible TPS designs.
4. Documentation dealing with such problems of reusable TPS systems, as
Fail-Safe or Safe-Life concepts are as yet not sufficiently well de-
fined. Th-s _'ill make operation time line analyses very difficult.
Inspection is also affected by this situation since post-flight, in-
process maintenance, and preflight inspection and verification tech-
niques are directly dependent.
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i, Radiative Thermal Protection Systems Development for Mem.euverable
Reentry Spacecraft. William E. Black, General D_amics/Convair,
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 1969.
2.
3.
Refurbishable Thermal Shields for Lifting Entry Vehicles. J.D.
Stewart and H. L. Bloom, in AFSC Prec. of ASSET/Advanced Lifting
Re-Entry Technol. Symp. Mar. 1966, p. 12B9-1260.
Prime Vehicle Heat Protection System. J. Meltzer, J. I. Slaughter,
and D. V. Sallis, in AFSC Prec. of ASSET/Advanced Lifting Re-
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_° Review of Structural and Heat-Shield Concepts for Future Re-Entry
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Influence of Structure and Material Research on Advanced Launch Systems
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6. Lightweight Radiative Heat Shield Development. William E. Black,
General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, Calif., Dec. 1967.
. Materials and Structures Technology for a Space Transportation System.
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70-272.
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APPENDIX B
TOTAL SYST_ ECONOMIC EVALUATION
Cost data have been assembled on five (5) TPS vehicle configurations using
three (3) TPS system candidates. Each exercise resulted in a cost iteration
as illustrated in Table S-I •
TABLE B-i - TPS COST ITERATIONS
:_ Cost TPS TPS " Maintenance
Iteration System Subsystem Rate Table
°
•?:-._
2
3
4
5
6
Metallic
Non-Metallic
Ablative
Non-Metallic
Metallic
Columbium
LI-1500
Silicone Elastomer
Fail Safe LI-1500
_NiCr
2
3
4
5
6
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Each iteration is discussed in the material which follows. Bottom up costs
are assembled in a matrix of nime (9) functional areas, two (2) summary cost
groups for the three (3) program phases, and six to eight TPS subsystems.
Bottom up cost estimates and uncertainties are provided by responsible func-
tional groups. Nominal costs are estimated using accepted cost estimating
procedures. Uncertainties were assigned based on individual Judgment regard-
ing knowledge then in existence on the matrix item in question.
The elements of the cost estimating approach are depicted in Figure B-I.
There are thirteen (13) steps required in developing the total system cost:
I. End Item Summary Sheet - Operations
2. T_ Oizing Data for Baseline Vehicle
3. Production Panel Model
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&. Maintenance Rate Sheet
5. Operations Expenditures - Hours
6. Operations Expenditures - Material
7. _Vehicl@_Level Operations - End Item
8. Vehicle Level Operations - Operation Task
9. System Level Operations - End Item
i0. System Level Operations - Operation Task
ii. System Costs by Phase a_ TPS Subsystem
12. System Costs by Phase and Operational Task
13. System Costs by Phase and Function
I_. System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
The material in each Iteration which follows is presented and analyzed in this
order.
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ITERATION NO. 2
Iteration No. 2 is a metallic TPS system with six (6) subsysUcem materials
selected through computer analysis. Columbium (Material Code 030) is used
as the primary subsystem for investigation and sizing purposes.
TPS Sizin_ For Baseline Vehicle
Each TPSmateria! subsystem is structurally depicted and sized in ?able 12-1.
T?S covers 17,&ll ft2 of the vehicle surface and weighs %3,098 Ibs. for an
average unit weight of 2.%8psf.
Material and panel geometry are a function of the temperature regimes listed
at the bottom of the table. While surface geometry and location on the vehicle
are listed parameters, they are not at this time carried as factors in the
total system cost analysis.
The data contained in this table is used for calculating the number of panels
(N) of a given material type. In this evaluation 14ft 2 panels (approximately
45" x 45") are used. Further use of the data is made in the Produ:tion Panel
Mode_.__!lwhere area and weight are the principle cost generating factors.
End Item Summ_ry (EIS)
The End Item Stmmmry Sheet (EIS) is the basic cost estimating docum_nt on
Wkich all origin_a! data regarding operations is recorded. Cperations
personnel have selected s_(6) operation tasks for which a given material
subsystem, End Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. Tnese are
presented in Table I2-2 as:
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• Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In Process Inspection
• Packaging and Handling
• Storage
• Maintenance
Various methods and techniques were considered for each of these tasks and
hourly weights assigned commensurate uith the degree of effort required.
The nominal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type opera-
tional tasks on a known baseline material which in this case is titantium.
The uncertainty assigned to each End Item/Operation Task elem_.nt indicates
the degree to which selected methods ar_ tschniques are well enough urger-
stood to be in fact accomplished in the time indicated. All values listed
in Table I2-2 are for a single panel.
The tamt_lum nose cone requires the greatest expenditure of time and has
the largest uncertainty, followed by "(044) LI-1500 on the base shield stud them
columbium which is applied to the bottom surface of the vehicle.
For the Operation tasks, cost and uncertainty are highest in the maintenance
area where repairs are made on removed panels. Panel installation follows
next in terms of high cost although the uncertainty is not adversel_
large.
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the O_rational Expendi-
tures calculation where they are modified by the Nmintenance Factors to pro-
duce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
/ _r•i_
/
Production Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, temperature regime, loca-
tion on the primary structure and design approach taken on the vehicle
.structure.
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In Table 12-3, the weight and area values obtained from Table I2-I are repre-
sented ilt a format where those costs which are a function of weight can be
separated from those that are a function or area. Cost per pound and per
square _'ootare provided by Procurement Material estimators.
Summary results indicate that a complete TPS system will require, a material
expenditure of $i,_4,985. Columbium has the highest cost per pound and
its total cost is greater than that for tltantlum, even with the much greater
weight of tltantium. The nose cone has a high cost per pound, but its weight
contribution is small relative "to all other TPS subsystems.
Production panel costs are used in Operations Expenditure calcu/ations _'here
they are modified according to M¢__ntenan.ce Factors to produce a vehicle
refurbishment material cost.
Maintenance Factors
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system while
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature ar_ extent o_
operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the of the operations
that must be undertaken as a result of the hazards experienced.
In Table 1 2-4 a matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides values that
indicate the degree to which a selected TPS subsystem will respond to a
given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission profile
provides a maintenance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the
expected number of flights a TPS subsystem will experience before some m_in-
tenance action is required". Both frequency and uncertainty are iteratively
developed measures d_rived from existing documentation and best engineering
Judgments.
The lowest maintenance rate (Fr = 10.7) and highest uncer_inty (+ .033)
occur on the -tant,_lum nose cone due primarily to the large temperature/
lo_d frequency.
The end item maintenance rates are used in the Operation Ex_.e._ditures calculation
where they are used to determine the numbers of panels replaced per TPS subsy_
a_d from this the vehicle labor hours and materials.
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Operation Expenditures
Operation Expenditure calculations are made to deternine the vehicle labor
and material cost subject to the data just described in the previous step
and operation premises (Appendix C).
In Tabl_s 12-5and 12-6 , the results show that thirty-two (32) panels out of
1163 total panels can be expected to require refurbishment, in this case,
necessiatating removal and replacement. A labor expenditure of 2,207 hours
and a material committment of $8,459 will result.
It should be noted that while the tantalum nose cone had the lowest mainten-
ance rate (Fr = 10.7) of the six (6) TPS subsystams, its contribution to
total labor and m_terial cost is almost the lowest for the six subsystems.
Its size and single panel feature produce this outcome.
The primary cost driver for both labor and material is columbium with titanium
second. The lower maintenance rate for columbium and higher labor and material
differential costs produce this outcome.
Cost uncerL_inty differences between subsystems are not large enough to pro-
duce any change in the total labor or material costs of end items. This in
spite of the high labor uncertainty for tantalum and LI-1500.
Vehicle Level Operations
Vehicle costs are summarized by end item in Table 12-7 and operation tasks in
Table 12-8. Maintenance, Inspection, Material and Equipment costs are displayed
as recurring or non-recurring for those costs thatwere determined from the
Operation Expenditure analysis, as well as, those prorated costs which are not
estimated at the end item level. Base Inspection falls into this latter cate-
gory and is prorated to the subsystem level on an er_ item area basis.
The consolidation of all recurring and non-recurring end item and operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of mission
life cycle requirements in determination of System Level O_srations cost.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costs are summarized by End Item in Table I2-9 and by
Opertion Task in Table 12-10. Table values are obtained by multipying the
vehicle level operations by th_ number of missions flown over the life of
the program by a given fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are 8
vehicles in the fleet. This-groupwil! fly 75missions a year _ i0 years,
which will require 750 refurbis_ents over the life of the program.
C
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The total expenditures for labor, material and equipment are:
Labor - 1,751,250 hours
Material - $6,343,500 (In support of .Maintenance operations)
Fnui_ent - $z,75o,ooo
Equipment is an Inspection requirement. It is a system level cost and applies
across the whole vehicle fleet for the life of the program. For cost compari-
son purposes its cost is prorated to the subsystem on the basis of era item
area.
System Cost by Phase and TPS Subsystem
TPS subsystem expenditures are provided in Table 12-11. End item costs are
greatest for columbium udth titanium second. While the production costs for
both are compatible, there is a 4.5 million dollar differential between
columbium and titantium in Operations, and a 17.3 million dollar differential
in DDT&E. The relatively lower production cost for LI-I_<)O is due to its
lower material cost. Logistic cost amounts to 149,7 million dollars or h9%
of the total system cost. The relative rank in percent of total cost is as
follows:
!
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and Inspection.
Ra____ Material Code Material Percent
i 030 Columbium 36.2
2 080 Titanium 25.0
3 O_ Havn3s 12.9
4 070 Rene, 41- i0.5
5 044 LI-1500 7.9
6 020 Tantalum 7.5
Uncertain_,
L_bo__Xr
i.20 4.93
1.17 3.13
1.15 4.03
I.I0 3.47
1.20 6.03
I.I0 6.33
Logistic expenditures are prorated by the initial production cost.
System Cost of Operations by Phase and Operational Task
System costs for Operations are shown in Table I_-12, by Operation Task.
_intenance costs rar_ highest in total cost follo_'ed by Pa_nel Installation
Their relative rank in percent of total cost is as follows:
Uncertaint_
______nk 01mrational Task Percent Mat'l Labor
i Maintenance 58.0 1/2.04 8.29
2 Pcm21 Installation 19.1 - 3.29
3 Inspection 14. i - 5.16
4 Panel Removal 6.i - 3.06
5 Packaging and Handling 1.4 - 3.69
6 Storage i.3 - 3.38
Refurbishment operations amount to $11,865,129 or 36% of the total cost.
System Cost by Phase and Function
Total system cost for Iteration No. 2 is $306,50_,137. In Table 12-13, this
cost is broken down into its slx (6) ._Ymctional areas and two (2) sumnaxV cost
groups for the three (3) program _hases.
_furbis_.ment costs for the metallic TPS system described in this Iteration,
composed of six TPS subsystems and requiring 750 refurbish_ents over the i0 year
llfe o_ the program, amount to $30,904,585, approximately lO_ of the total TPS
system cost. _is compares with the other program phases as follows:
_-9
/
Group Ph_s____Ae
Recurring Operation
_oduction
Nbn-recurring DDT&E
UNCERTAINTY
-Percent _ Lo..ww
i0 4.26 I/3.92
63 2.36 1/1.74
27 3.63 1/2.74
The contribution by each of the nine
Function Percent
Operation 9
Manufacturing 50
Quality Assurance 17
Engineering 24
(9) functions/ groups is summarized as
(2% of which is for Operations)
Cost estimates for the functions other than Operaticns were derived in a
manner similar to that just described. Due to its volume, the supporting
data is not provided.
System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Nominal costs to p_rform the DDT&E, Production, and Operation phases reflect
the depth of informational detail avaiable to all functional groups. The
costs shown in Table I2-14 are based on am.ix of subjective Judgment, "similar
to" knowledge, and definitive information. The extent to which definition is
lacking_rill appear in the magnitude of the uncertainty factor.
The importance of this information is twofold: (I) It provide, perspective
which allows the establishment of priorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and definitive cost-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end
item, permitting critical appraisal of design and syztem tradeoffs and main-
tenance of program objectives.
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Conditions shown in Table I2-14, indicate that the metallic TFS system
can cost 3._9 t_mes nomlnal or 1070.0 million dollars. Technological un_er-
talnty can result in a 1/2. _ reduction in the nominal cost to 123.5 million
dollars for a metallic TPS system.
Operationsexhibits the widest range of uncertainty exceeding that for the
system. Operations can cost 4.76 times nominal or 146 million _ollars, while
a 1/3.92 reduction due to technological uncertainty would result in a cost
of 7.9 million dollars.
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ITERATION NO. 3
Iteration No. 3 is a non-metallic TBS system with (6) six TPZ subsystem materials
se!ezt2d throu_ co__puterana!ysls_ LI-1500 (_._t&rla!Code 040) is used as the
primary subsystem for investigation and sizing purposes.
TPS Sizing For Haseline Vehicle
Each TPS material subsystem is structurally depicted and sized in Table 13-1.
TPS covers 17,411 ft2 of the vehicle surface and weighs 37,750 lb for an
average unit weight of 2.!7 PSF.
Material and panel geometry are a function of the temperature regimes listed
at the bottom of the table. While surface geometry arLd location 6n the vehicle
are listed parameters, they are not at this time carried as factors in the
total system cost analysis.
The data contained in this table is used for calcu!atinc the number of panels
(N) of a given material type. In this evaluation 14ft 2 panels (approximately
_5" x LS") are used. Further use of the data is made in the Production P_ne I
Mode___!lwherearea and weight are the principle cost generating factors.
End Item Suzm_ry (EIS)
The End Item Summary Sheet (EIS) is the basic cost estimating document on
which all original data regarding operations is recorded. •Operations
per sonne] have selected six(6) operation tasks for which a given material
subsystem, End Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. These are
presented in Table 13-2 as:
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@ Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In Process Inspection
• Packaging and Handling
e Storage
• Maintenance
__r
.-_r.
Z
L
2
Various methods and techniques were considered for each of these tasks and
hourly weights assigned commensurate with the degree of effort required.
The _omlnal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type opera-
tional tasks on a known baseline material which in this case is titantium.
The uncertainty assigned to each End Item/Operation Task eleme_nt indicates
the degree to which selected methods and techniques are well enough trader-
stood to be in fact accomplished in the time indicated. All values listed
in Table I3-2 are for a single panel.
The tantalum nose cone requires the greatest expenditure of time and has
the largest uncertainty, followed by _O_) LI-15OO on the base _'.i:ieldanl then
_it_iu_m which is applied to the "td_ surface of the vehicle.
For the Operation tasks, cost and uncertainty are highest in the maintenance
area where repairs are m_de on removed panels. Panel installation follows
next in terms of high cost although the uncertainty is not inadverse1>_
large. Inspection shows a low cost but high uncertainty.
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the Operational Exper_i-
tures calculation where they are modified by the _intenance Factors to pro-
duce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
-• c-
r
Production Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, temperature regime, loca-
tion on the primary structure and design approach taken on the vehicle
structure. __
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In T_ble I3-3, the weight and area values obtained from Table I3-I are repre-
sented in a format where those costs which are a function of weight can be
separated from those that are a function or area. Cost per pound and per
square foot are provided by Procurement Material estimators.
Summary results indicate that a complete TPS sj"_-_ will require a material
expenditure of $565_9_0. Tantalum has the highest cost per pound with
titanium second, however, its total cost is less than that for tltantium, be-
cause of the much greater weight of titantium. The tantalum cone weight con-
tribution is small relative to all other TPS subsystem. LI-1500 exhibits very
good material cost compound '_ith the (2) other material candidates.
Production panel costs are used in Operations Expenditure calculations vhere
they are modified according to Maintenance Factors to produce a vehicle
refurbishment material cost.
Maintenance Factors
combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system "_hiie
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature and extent of
operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the of the ope_-ations
that must be undertaken as a result of the hazards experienced.
In Table I3-h a matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequenciez provides values that
iz_dicate the degree to which a selected TPS subsystem -_ill respond to a
given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission profile
provides a maintenance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the
expected number of flights a TPS subsystem will experience before some m_in-
tenance action is required". Both frequency and uncertainty are iteratively
developed measures derived from existing documentation and best engineerin_
_udgments.
The lo'_est mainte.___nce rate (Fr = 10.7) and highest uncertainty (+ .033)
occur on the tantalum nose cons due primarily to the large temperature/
load frequency.
The e_ item maintenance rates are used in the Operation Ex_.endltures calculation
where they are used to determine the numbers of panels replaced per TPS subsys'.__z
and from this the vehicle labor hours and materials.
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Operation Expenditures
Operation Expenditure calculations are made to determine the vehicle labor and .--
material zost subject to the data just described in the previous step and
operation premises (Appendix C).
In Tables 13-5 and I3-6, the results show that thirty-nine (39) panels out of
1162 total panels can be expected to require refurbishment, in this case,
necessitating removal s_id replacement. A labor expenditure of 2,229 hours and-
a material co_znitment of $4,486 will result.
It should be noted that while the tantalum nose cone had the lowest maintenance
rate (Fr = 10.7) of the six (6) TPS subsystems, its contribution to total labor
cost is the lowest for the six subsystems. Because of the low material cost per
pound of LI-1500, (4) four of these subsystems cost less than tantalum. 0nly
the (041) subsystem has a high material cost due to its heavy usage on the bottom
of the orbiter.
The primary cost driver for labor Is (041) LI-15OO with titanium second. For
material the titanium cost is greatest. The lower maintenance rate for LI-1500
and higher differential cost in material produces this outccme.
Cost uncertainty differences between subsystems are not large enough to pro-
duce any change in the total labor or material costs of end items. This in
spite of the high labor uncertainty for tantalum and (044) LI-1500.
Vehicle Level Operations
Vehicle costs are summarized by end item in Table 13-7 and operation tasks in
Table I3-8. Maintenance, Inspection, Material and Equipment costs are displayed
as recurring or non-recuzring for those costs that were determined from the
Operation Exper_iture analysis, as well as those prorated costs which are not
estimated at the end item level. Base Inspection falls into _':s lat%er cate-
gory and is prorated to the subsystem level on an end item area basis.
The consolidation of all recurring and non-recurring end item and operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of m/ssion
life cycle requirements in determination of S_-stem Level 0pgrations cost.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costs are stmmmrized by End ILem in Table 13-9 and by
Opertion Task in Table 13-10. Table values are obtained by multipying the
vehicle level operations by the numbor of missions flown over the life of
the program by a given fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are S
vehicles in the fleet. This group _II fly 75 missions a year for I0 years,
which _rill require 750 refurbishments over the life of the program.
r
:J
_.-_.
r
The total expenditures for labor, material and equipment are:
Labor - 1,768,50G hours
Material - _ 3,36_,5C.0 (In support of Maintenance operations)
Equipment- $1,750,000
Equipment is an Inspection requirement. It_ is a system level c_st arH applies
across the whole vehicle fleet for the life of the program. For cost compari-
son purposes its cost is prorated to the subsystem on the basis of end item
area.
System Cost by Phase and TPS Subsystem
TPS subsystem expenditures are provided in Table 13-ii. End item costs are
greatest for (041) LI-1500 with titanium second. Tais follows for Operations
and DDT&/_, however, titanium production costs are greater than that for (O_i)
LI-1500. The relatively lower cost cf (041) LI-1500 results from its much
smaller material cost. Logistic cost amounts to 122.3 million do]mrs or 51%
of the total system cost. The relative rank in percent of total cost is
as follo_:
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Uncertaint_
Rank Material Code Material Percent Material Labor
1 041 LI-1500 33.2 1.2 2. O0
2 080 Titanium 28.4 i. 1 3-13
3 090 Tantalum i0.4 I. 1 6'83
4 044 LI-l_OO i0.3 I. 2 6.03
5 Oh3 LI-1500 lO. 1 i. 2 2.04
6 0_2 LI-1500 7.5 I. 2 2.02
Logistic expenditures are prorated by the initial production cost.
System Cost of Operations by Phase and Operational Task
System costs for Operations are shown in Table I3-12 by Operatiun Task.
Maintenance costs rank highest in total cost followed by Panel Installation
and Inspection. Their relative rank in percent of total cost is as follows:
Uncertainty
Rank Operational Task Perce.____n.t Materi_l Labo____r
- _L 1.421 Maintenance _9" _ •,- i/1.66 9-21
2 Panel Installation 26.9 - 2.20
3 Inspection i_. 5 - 5- 21
4 Panel Removal 8._ - _. 51
5 Packaging and Handling 2.0 - _.14
6 Storage i. 8 - 3- 86
Refurbishment operations amount to $13,884,923 or _7_'of the total cost.
System Cost by Phase and Function
Total system cost for Iteration No. 3 is $238, 5h3, 041. In Table I3-13 , this
cost is broken down into its six (6) _anc-tional areas and two (2) suranary cost
groups for the three (3) program phases.
Eefurbishmemt costs for the non-metallic TPS system described in this iteration,
composed of six TPS subsystems and requiring 750 refurbish_nents over the iO year
life of the program, amount to $_,315,3_-_approximately 11,% of the tonal TPS
system, cost. This compares with the other program phases as fol!o_s:
B-3Z
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Uncertainty
Grouo Phase Percent Hi__ -- [o__!
Recurring Opera lion 23.5 5- 2 !/4.06
Production 25.1 2.09 i/i. 69
51.4
Non-recurring DDT&E 2.77 1/3.97
The contribution by each of the nine (9) f_nctional groups is su_Lmarized as
follows:
Function
Operation
Manufacturing
Quality Assurance
Engineering
Percent
i0.5
57.1
I_.4 (2.1 of which is for Opgrations)
22.0
Cost estimates for the functions other than Operaticns were derived in a
manner similar to that just described. Due to its volume, the supporting
data is not provided.
System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, _ Operation phases reflect
the depth of informational detail avaiable to all functional groups. The
costs shown in Table I3-14 are based on a mix of subjective Judgment, "similar
to" knowledge, and definitive information. The extent tc which definition is
lacking will appear in the magnitude of the uncertainty factor.
The importance of this information is twofold: (I) It provides perspective
which allows the establishment of priorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertain+y reduction and definitive cost-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end
item, permitting critical appraisal of design and system tradeoffs and main-
tenance of program objectives.
/
/
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7Conditions shown in Table 13-12, indicate that the non-metallic TPS system
can cost 3.17 times nominal or 756°0 million dollars. Technological uncer-
tainty can result in a 1/2.99 reduction in the nominal cost to 79.8 million
dollars for non-met_lllc TPS system.
Operations exhibits the widest range of uncertainty exceeding that for the
system. Operations can cost 5.25 times nominal or 143. 7 million dollars,
while a 1/4.06 reduction due to technological uncertainty would result in a
cost of 6.7 million dollars.
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Iteration No. 4 is a Ablative TPS system with six (6) TPS subsystem materials
selected through computer analysis. Ablator (Material Code 010) is used as
the primary subsystem for investigation and sizing purposes. The elaztomeric
honeycomb structure has a density of 25 pcf.
TPS Sizin_ For Saseline Vehicle
Each TPSmaterial subsystem is structurally depicted and sized in Table 14-1.
TPS covers 17,411 ft2 of the vehicle surface and weighs 47,2061bs for an
average unit weight of 2.71 PSF.
Material and panel geometry are a function of the temperature regimes listed
at the bottom of the table. While surface geometry and location on the vehicle
are listed parameters, they are not at tLis time carried as factors in the
total system cost analysis.
The data con+_ined in this table is used for calculating the n_ber of panels
(N) of a given material type. In this evaluation 14 ft2 panels (approximately
45" x 45") are used. Further use of the data is made in the Produztion Panel
Model where area and weight are the principle cost generating factors.
En_ Item 9amm_rv (EIS)
The End Item Summary Sheet (EIS) is the basic cost estimating docum2nt on
wh3.ch all origina3, data regarding operations is recorded. •Operations per-
so,el have been selected six(6) operation tasks for which a given material
subsystem, F2_ Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. These are
presented in Table • I4-2 as:
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• Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In Process Inspection
• Packaging and Handling
• St orage
• Maintenance
Various methods and techniques were considered for each of these tasks and
hourly weights assigned commensurate with the degree of effort required. The
nominal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type operational tasks
on a known baseline material which in this case is titanium. The uncertainty
assigned to each End Item/Operation Task element indicates the degree to which
selected methods and techniques are well enough understood to be in fact accom-
plished in the time indicated. All values listed in Table I4-2 are for a
single panel.
The ablative nose cone requires the greatest ex?enditure of time and has the-
largest uncertainty, followed by (0_4) LI-15OO on the base shield and then the
remaining ablative subsystems. Titanium requires the least expenditure of
labor hours and has the smallest uncertainty.
For the Operation tasks, cost and uncertainty are highest in the maintenance
area where repairs are made on removed panels. Panel installation follows next
in terms of high cost although the uncertainty is not as large as that for in-
spection.
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the Operational Eexpen-
ditures calculation where they are modified by the Maintenance Factors to pro-
duce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
Production Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, temperature regime, loca-
tion on the primary structure and desi_ approach taken on the vehicle struebcze.
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In Table l_-B, the weight and area values obtained from Table IS-I are repre-
sented in a formet where those costs which are a function of weight can be
separated from those that are a function or area. Cost per pound and per square
foot are provided by Procurement Material estimators.
Su_nary result_ indicate that a complete TPS system will require a raterial
expenditure of $55_,097. Titanium is the only TFS subsystem using cost per
pound. The other subsystems are costed by dollars per square foot. It should
be noted that the combined material cost for ablators (_150,I_12) is a little
bess than one-half the cost for titanium.
Production panel costs are used in Operations Expenditure calcuL_.tions where
they are modified according to Maintenance Factors to produce a vehicle re-
furbishment mat_.rial cost.
Maintenance Factors
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS rystem while
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature and extent of
operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the operations that must
be undertaken as a r_sult of the hazards experienced.
In Table lh-4 a matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides values that in-
dicate the degree to which a selected TPS subsystem will respond to a given
hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards c_-er the mission profile provides
a maintenance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the expected
number of flights a TPS subsystem will experience before some maintenance ac-
tion is required." Both frequency and uncertainty are:iteratively developed
measures derived from existing documentation and best engineering judg/nents.
The lowest maintenance rate (Fr = l.O) has an tuucertainty of (+ 0.0) which is
due to the assumption that ablative panels must be replaced after every flight.
The end item maintenance rates are used in the Operation Expenditures calcula-
tion where they are used to determine the numbers of panels replaced per TPS
subsystem and from this the vehicle labor hours and veterials.
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Operation Expenditures
Operation Expenditure calculations are made to determine the vehicle labor
and material cost m_bject to the data Just described in the previous step
and operation premises, (Appendix C).
In Table 14-5 and 14-6, the results show that 627 panels out of 1162 total
panels will require replacement. A labor expenditure o_ 42,496 hours and
a _aterial c®n_nitment of $38,557 will result.
Maintenance rate comp] Bte!y dominates cost as the principle cost driver.
Material and labor costs are high due to the large number of panels that
must be replaced.
No information has been forthcoming from the literature or materials engineer-
ing that would suggest the reusability of ablative systems.
NASA has five (5) contracts underway with ablative contractors which m_y
change this situation. However, until then, it will be assumed that the
thermal environment experienced by an Orbiter will be well in excess of
700°F temperature at which material degradation becomes irreversible.
For tnis reason, panels will be replaced after every mission.
Vehicle Level Operations
Vehicle costs are summarized By end item in Table 14-7 and operation tasks
in Table 14-8. Maintenance, Inspection, Material a_d Equipment costs are
displayed as recurring or non-recurring for those costs that were determined
from the Operation Expenditure analysis, as well as, those prorated costs
which are not estimated at the end item level. Base Inspection fall into
this latter category and is prorated to the subsystem level on an end item
area basis.
The oonsolidation of all recurring and non-recurring end item and operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of mission
life cycle requirements in determination of System Level Operations cost.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costs are mmmm_ized by End Item in Table Ih-9 and izy
Operation Task in Table I4-I0. Table values are obtained by multiplying the
vehicle level operations by the number of missions flown over the life of the
program by a given fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are eight
vehicles in the fleet. This group will fly 75 missions a year for I0 years,
which will require 750 refurbishments over the life of the program.
The total expenditures for labor, material and equipment are:
Labor - 31,967,250 hours
Material - _8,917,750 {lu support of Maintenance Operations)
Equipment - $ 1,750,000
Equipment is an inspection requirement. It is a system level cost and applies
ecross the whole vehicle fleet for the llfe of the program. For cost compar-
ison purposes its cost is prorated to the subsystem on the basis of end item
area •
System Cost by Phase and TPS Subsystem
subsystem expenditures are provided in Table I_-ii. End Item costs are
greatest for (Oll) Ablator which is applied on the bottom of the _-biter.
Together with the logistic requirements, the ablator subsystem constitutes 96%
of the total system acquisition cost, amounting to 1,216 million dollars out
of the total of 1,266 million dollars for the system. Logistic cost amounts
to 732. i million dollars or 58% of the total system cost. _e relative rank
in percent of total cost is as follows:
. Z'-
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RANK M_TERIAL CODE
1 011
2 013
3 o12
4 080
5 o44
6 OlO :
UNCERTAINTY
MATERIAL PERCENT MAT'L LABOR
Ablator 56.0 1.6 4.17
Ablator 19.7 I.6 4.17
Ablator 13.8 1 •6 4 •17
Titanium 6.9 1 .I 3.13
LI-1500 2.3 1.2 6.03
Abl ator I.3 i.6 5.00
Logistic expenditure are prorated by the initial production cost.
System Cost of Operations by Phase and Operational Task
System costs for 0psrations are shown in Table 14-12 by Operation Task.
Maintenance costs rank highest in total cost followed by Panel Installation
and Removal. Their relative rank in per=ent of total cost is as follows:
Uncertaint I
Ra___ Operational Task _Percent Hat'__l Labo_.__rr
i Maintenance h2.h 1/1.02 9.03
2 Panel Installation 35.O - 3.58
3 Panel Reme_-al 11.9 - 3-__
4 Inspec%ion 5 ._ - 5.0£
5 Packaging and Handling 2.8 - 3.16
6 Storage 2.5 - 3.OO
Refurbishment Operations amount to _39,700,078 or 53_ of the total cost.
System Cost byPhase and Function
Total system cost for Iteration No. _ is _1,266,O7V,530. In Table I_-13, this
cost is broken down into its six (6) functional areas and two (2) summarV cost
groups for the three (3) program phases.
Refurbishment costs for the ablator TPS system described in this Iteration,
composed of six TPS subsystems and requiring 750 refurbish_ents over the lO year
life oft he program, amount to _52,913,8h8, approximately 35.8% of the total TPS
system cost. This compares with the other program phases as follows:
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Group Phase Percent
Recurring Operation 35.8
Production 60.2
Non-recurring DDT&E 4.0
Uncertainty
High Low
3.59 1/3.10
2.57 IA.89
342 I/2.87
The contribution by each of the nine (9) functional groups is summarized
as follows:
Function _ercent
Operation 3k.2
Manufacturing _d_.5
Quality Assurance 17.8
Engineering 3.5
(_.O% of which _s for Operations)
Cost estimates for the functions other than Operaticns were derived in a
manner similar to that just described. Due to its volume, the supportir_
data is not provided.
System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, ar_ Operation phases reject
the depth of informational detail avalable to all functional groups. The
costs shown in Table I4-14 are based on a mix of subjective Judgment, "similar
to" knowledge, and definitive information. The extent to which definition is
lacking will appear in the magnitude of the uncertainty factor.
The importance of this info_--zation is twofold: (I) It provides perspective
which allows the establishment of priorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertainty reducticn and definitive ccst-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end
item, permitting critical appraisal of design and system t_mdeoffs ar_ main-
tenance of program objectives.
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Conditions shown in Table 14-14, indicate that the ablative TPS system
can cost 3.50 times nominal or _,_5 million dollars. Technological uncer-
tainty can result in a I/2.9_ reduction in the nominal cost to _24 million
dollars for an ablative TPS system.
Operations exhibits the widest range of uncertainty exceeding that for the
system. Operations can cost 3.59 times nominal or 1,617 million dollars,
while a 1/3.10 reduction due to technological uncertainty would result in
a cost of I_6 million dollars.
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Iteration No. 5 is a non-metallic TPS system with six (6) TPS subsystem
materials selected through computer analysis. Fail Safe LI-1500 (Material
Code II0) is used as the primary subsystem for investigation and sizing
purposes.
TPS Sizing For Baseline Vehicle
Each TPS material subsystem is structurally depicted and sized in Table 15-1.
TPS covers 17,%11 ft2 of the vehicle surface and weighs 53,215 ibs. for an
average unit weight of 3._06PSF.
Material and panel geometry are a function of the temperature regimes listed
at the bottom of the table. While _urface geometry and location on the vehicle
are listed parameters, they are not at this time carried as factors in the
total system cost analysis.
The data contained in this table is used for calculating the number of panels
(N) of a given material type. In this evaluation 14 ft 2 panels (approximately
45" x 45") are used. Further use of the data is made in the Production Panel
Mode____!where area and weight are the principle cost generating factors.
Item Sum_ry (EIS)
The End Item Summary Sheet (EIS) is the basic cost estimating document on
which all ori_-.r_l data regarding operations is recorded. Operations per-
sonnel have been selected six(6) operation tasks for which a given material
subsystem, End Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. These are
presented in Table-Y5-2 as:
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• Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In Process Inspection
• Packaging and Handling
• Storage
• Maintenance
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Various methods and techniques were considered for each of these tasks and
hourly weights assigned commensurate with the degree of effort required.
The nominal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type opera-
tional tasks on a known baseline material which in this case is titantium.
The uncertainty assigned to each End Item/Operation Task element indicates
the degree to which selected methods and techniques are well enough under-
stood to be accomplished in fact in the time indicated. _ values listed
in Table I5-2 are for a single panel.
The tantalum nose cone requires the greatest expenditure of time and has
the largest uncertainty, followed by LI-1500 on the base shield and then
Fail Safe TPS subsystems. Titanium exhibits the lowest cost and uncertainty.
For the Operation tasks, cost and uncertainty are highest in the maintenance
area where repairs are m_de on removed panels. Panel installation follows
next in terms of kigh cost although the uncertainty is not as large as
that for the remaining tasks. Inspection carries the largest uncertainty.
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the O_erational Expendi-
tures calculation where they are modified by the Maintenanqe Factors to pro-
duce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
.. • .y
°
Production Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, temperature regime, loca-
tion on the primary structure and design approach taken on the vehicle
structure.
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In Table I5-3, the weight and area values obtained fromTable I5-I are repre-
sented in a format where those costs which are a function of weight can be
_eparated from those that are a /bAuction or area. Cost per pound and per
square foot are provided by Procurement Material estimators.
Summary results indicate that a complete TPS system will require a material
= _
expenditure of $669,092. Titanium has the highest cost per pound and its ............
total cost is greater than that for the combined total of the other subsys-
tems. The nose cone h:_s a high cost per pound but its weight contribution
is small relative to all other TPS subsystems.
Production panel costs are u_ed in Oo_ations'.Jxpen_iture "_ulculations where
they are modified s=cording to _aintenance Factors to produce a vehicle
refurbishment material cost.
Maintenance Factors
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system while
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature and extent of
operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the operatic ns
that must be undertaken as a result of the hazards experienced.
In Table 15_4 a matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides values that
indicate the degree to which a selected TPS subsystem will respond to a
given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission profile
provides a maintenance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the
expected number of flights a TPS subsystem wil! experience before some main-
tenance action is required". Both frequency and uncertainty are iteratively
developed measures derived from existing doctu_ntation and best engineering
Judgments.
The io_est maintenance rate (Fr = i0.7) and highest uncertainty (± .0_)
occur on the tantalum nose cone due primarily to the large temperature/
load frequency .....
The e_d item maintenance rates are used in the Operation Expenditures calculation
where they are used to determine the numbers of panels replaced per TPS subsystem
and from this the vehicle labor hours and m_terials.
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Operation Expenditure s
Operation Expenditure calculations are made to determine the vehicle labor
and material cost subject to the data Just described in the previous step
and operation premises (Appendix C).
|
In Tables 15-5 and 15-6, the results show that thirty-nlne (39) panels out
of 1162 total panels can be expected to require refurbishment in this case,
necessitating removal and replacement. A labor expenditure of 2,429 hours
and a material committment of $5,573 will result.
It should be noted that, while the tantalum nose cone had the lowest mainten-
ance rate (Fr = 10.7) of the six (6) TPS subsystems, its contribution to
total labor is the lowest of the six subsystems. Its size and single panel
feature produce this outcome. On the bottom o£ the vehicle (IIO) FS-1500
produces the largest labor cost followed by titanium. Material costs for
titanium exceed those for (ii0) FS-1500 largely due tc difference in dollars
per panel.
_ae primary cost driver for labor is (ii0) FS-1500, with titanium second, and
LI-1500 third. For material, the primary cost driver is titanium, the (IIO)
_-1500 and tantalum.
Cost uncertainty differences between subsystems are not large enough to pro-
duce any change in the total labor or material costs of end items. This
in spite of the high labor uncertainty for tantalum and LI-1500.
Vehicle Leve I O_eration__
Vehicle costs are summarized by end item in Table 15-7 and opere_ion task in
Table 15-8. Maintenance, Inspection, Material and Equipment costs are displayed
as recurring or non-recurring for those costs that were determined from the
Operation Expenditure analysis, as well as, those prorated costs which are mot
estimated at the end item level. Base Inspection fall into this latter cate-
gory and is prorated to the subsystem level on an end item area basis.
The consolidation of all recurring and non-recurring end item and operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of mission
life cycle requirements in determination of System Level Operations cost.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costs are summarized by End Item in Table 15-9 and by
Opertion Task in Table 15-10. Table values are obtained by multipying the
vehicle level operations by the number of missions flown over the lifeof .............
the program by a given fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are eight
vehicles in the fleet. This group will fly 75missions a year for I0 years,
which will require 750 refurbishments over the life of the program.
The total expenditures for labor, material and equipment are:
Labor - 1,917,750 hours
Material -- $4,179,750 (In support of Maintenance operations)
Equipment -- _1,750,000
Equipment is an Inspection requirement. It is a system level cost and applies
across the whole vehicle fleet for the life of the program. For cost compari-
son purposes its cost is prorated to the subsystem on the basis of end item
area.
System Cost by Phase and TPS Subsystem
TPS subsystem expenditures are provided in Table 15-11. Emd Item costs
are greatest for (ii0) FS-1500 with titanium second. Logistic cost amounts
to 147.8 million dollars or 52% of the total system cost. The relative rank
in percent of total cost is as follows.
%;
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Uncertainty
Rank Material Code Material Percent Mat'____l
i II0 FS-1500 36.3 I.6
2 080 Titanium 27.1 I.i
3 112 FS-1500 10.6 1.6
4 044 LI-1500 9•2 i •2
5 020 Tantalum 8 •8 I. I
6 iii FS-1500 8.0 i.6
Labo___r
5.00
3.13
4.67
6.03
6.S3
5.00
Logistic expenditures are prorated by the initial production cost.
System Cost of Operations by Phase and Operational Task
System co__ts for Op2rations are shown in Table 15-12 by Operation Task.
Maintenance costs rank highest in total cost followed by Panel Installation
and Inspection. Their relative rank in percent of total Cost is as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
Operational Task Percent
Maintenance 58.0
Panel Installation 19.1
Uncertainty
Mat' I Labor
L 1/1.73 8.99
- 3.19
- 5.08
- 3._
- 4.17
- 3.50
Inspection 14.1
P_nel Removal 6.1
Packaging and Handling 1.4
Storage i •3
Refurbishment operations amount to _1_,606,978 or _5% of the total cost.
S_stem Cost byFnase and Function
Total system cost for Iteration No. 5 is _2,899,765. In TBble I5-13, this
cost is broken down into its six (6) functional areas and two (2) summary cost
groups for the three (B) program phases.
•-_:_.-_
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Refurbishment cost for non-metallic TPS system described in this Iteration,
composed of six TPS subsystems and requiring750 refurbishments over the lO year
life oftheprogram, amount to $30,300,761, approximately 10.7% of the total TPS
system cost. This compares with the other program phases as follows:
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Uncertainty
Gro_ Phase Percent High Lo_.ww
Recurring Operation I0.7 &._A 1/3.36
Production 6_. 7 2.50 i/1._7
Non-re curring DDT&E 24.6 2.98 1/3.32
The contribution by each of the nine (9) functional groups is summarized as
follows:
Function
Operation
Manufacturing
Quality Assurance
Engineering
Percent
9.9
5z.9
16.5 _.7 of which is for Operations)
zo.7
Cost estimates for the functions other tP_n Operaticns were derive_. in a
manner similar to that just described. Due to its volume, the supporting
data is not provided.
System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, and Operation phases reject
the depth of informational detail avaiable to all functional groups. The
costs shown in Table 15-14are based on a mix of subjective Judgment, "similar
to" knowledge, and definitive informmtion. The extent to which definition is
lacking will appear in the magnitude of the uncertainty factor.
The importance of this information is twofold: (1) It provides perspective
which allows the establishment of priorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and definitive cost-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end
item, permitting critical appraisal of design and system tradeoffs and main-
tenance of program objectives.
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Conditions shown in Table 15-15, indica_ that the Fail Safe TPS system
can cost 3.26 times nominal or _k r_illion dollars. Technological un-
certainty ca_ result in a 1/2.5 reduction in the nominal cost to liB. 1 million
dollars for a non-metallic TPS system. - ......................
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Operations exhibits the widest range of uncertainty exceeding that for the
system. Operations can cost 4.84 times nominal or 146.1 million dollars,
while a 1/3.36 reduction due to technological uncertainty would result in a
cost of 9.0 million dollars.
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ITERATION NO. 6
Iteration No. 6 is a metallic TPS system with six (6) TPS subsystem materials
selected through computer analysis. _NiOr (Material Code 050) is used as
the primary subsystem for investigation and sizing purposes.
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TPS Sizing For Baseline Vehicle
Each TPS material subsystem is structurally depicted and sized in Table 16-1.
TPS covers 17,41i ft2 of the vehicle surface and weighs 41,735 Ibs. for an
average unit weight of 2.40 PSF.
Material and panel geometry are a function of the temperature regimes listed
at the bottom of the table. While surface geometry and location on the _ehicle
are listed parameters, they are not at this time carried as factors in the
total system cost analysis.
The data contained in this table •is used for calculating the number of panels
9
(N) of a given material type. In this evaluation 14 ft-panels (approximately
45" x 45") are used. Further use of the data is made in the Produztion Panel
Model where area and weight are the principle cost generating factors.
End Item Summary (EIS)
The End Item Summary Sheet (EIS) is the basic cost estimating document on
which all original data regarding operations is recorded. •Operations per-
sonnel have been selected six(6) operation tasks for which a given material
subsystem, End Item, can be expected to produce a cost impact. These are
presented in Table 16-2 as:
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• Panel Installation
• Panel Removal
• In Process Inspection
• PacP_ging and Handling
• Storage
• Maintenance
Various methods and techniques were considered for each of these tasks and
hourly weights assigned commensurate with the degree of effort required.
The nominal hourly estimates are based on performing similar type opera-
tional tasks on a known baseline material which in this case is titantium.
The uncertainty assigned to each End Item/Operation Task element indicates
the degree to which selected methods and techniques are well enough under-
stood to be in fact accomplished in the time indicated. All values listed
in Table 16-2 are for a single panel.
The tantalum nose cone requires the greatest expenditure of time and has
the largest uncertainty, followed by LI-1500 on the base shield and then
TDNiCr which is applied to the bottom surface of the vehicle.
For the Operation tasks, cost and uncertainty are highest in the maintenance
area where repairs are m_de on removed panels. Panel installation fo!low_
next in terms of high cost although the uncertainty is mot" adverselr
large. .
End Item totals and Operation task totals are used in the Operational Expendi-
tures calculation where they are modified by the M_inten_nce Factcrs to pro-
duce a vehicle refurbishment labor cost.
/
. -.', !
. .<
Production Panel Model
Panel structural design varies with material type, tempe_ratur_regime, Toca-
tion on the pr___marystructure and design approach taken on the vehicle
structure.
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In Table 16-3,, the weight and area values obtained from Table 16-1 are repre-
sented in a format where those costs which are a function of weight can be
separated from those that are a function or area. Cost per pound and per
square foot are provided by Procurement Material estimators.
Summary results indi_-ate that a comDlete TPS system will require a material
expenditure of $998,309. TDNiCr has the highest cost her pound but
its total cost is le s _ than that for titantium, because of the must greater
weight of titantium. The nose cone has a high cost per pound, but its weight
contribution is mmull relative to all other TPS subsystems.
Production panel costs are used in Ouerations Expenditure calculations where
they are modified according to Maintenance Factors to produce a vehicle
refurbishment material cost.
Maintenance Factors
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS s#stem while
flying a selected mission profile will determine the nature and extent of
operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and logistic TPS activi-
ties (and costs) are essentislly a direct function of the of the operations
that must be undertaken as a result of the hazards experienced.
In Table 16-4 a matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides _mlues that
indicate the degree to which a selected TPS subsystem will respond to a
given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission profile
provides a maintenance rate (Fr). Maintenance rates are interpreted as "the
expected number of flights a TPS subsystem wil! experience befolm soma m_in-
tenance action is required". Both frequency and uncertainty are iteratlvely
developed measures derived from existing doc,umentation and best engineering
Judgments.
The lowest maintenance rate (Fr = 10.7) and highest uncer_inty (+ .033)
occur on the tantalum nose cone due primarily to the large frequency for temper-
ature/load, temperature/pressure/load and environment. -...........
The emil item _intermnce rates are used in the Operation Expenditures calculation
where they are used to determine the numbers of pan,is replaced per TPS subsystem
and from this the vehicle labor hours and materials.
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Operation Expenditures
Operation Expenditure calculations are made to determine the vehicle labor
and material cost_bject to thc data just described in the previous step
and operation premises, (Appendix C).
In Table I6-5 and 16-6, the results show that thlrty-three (33) panels out
of 1163 total panels can be expected to require refurbishment, in this case,
necessitating removal and replacement. A labor expenditure of 2,290 hours
and a material committment of $7,311 will results.
It should be noted that while the tantalum nose cone had the lowest mainten-
ance rate (Fr = 10.7) of the six (6) TPS subsystems, it contribution to
total labor cost is the lowest for the six subsystems. Its size and single
panel feature produce this outcome.
The primary cost driver for both labor and material is TDNiCr _th titanium
second. The lower maintenance rate for TDNiCr and higher labor and material
differential costs produce this result.
Material cost uncertainty differences between subsystems are not large enough
to produce significant changes in the total material costs of end items.
Vehicle _evel Operations
Vehicle costs are summarized by end _em in Table 16-T and operation tasks in
Table I6-8. Mainter_nce, Inspection, _aterial a_ Equipment costs are displayed
as recurring or non-recurring for those costs that were determined from the
Operation Expenditure analysis, as well as, those prorated costs which are not
estimated at the end item level. Base Inspection fall intothis latter cate-
gory and is prorated to the subsystem level on an end item area basis.
The consolidation of all recurring and n_n-recurring end item ar_ operation
task costs on one summary sheet is in preparation for the application of mission
life cycle requirements in determination of System Level O_raticns cost.
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System Level Operations
System level operation costs _re summarized by End Item in Table 16-9 and by
Opertion Task in Table I6-I0. Table values are obtained by multipying the
vehicle level operations by the number of missions flown over the life of
the program by a given fleet of vehicles. In this evaluation, there are 8
vehicles in the fleet. This group will fly 75missions a year for lOyears,
which will require 750 refurbishments over the life of the program.
The total expenditures for labor, material and equipment are:
Labor - 1,814,25Ohours
Material - $5,h8_,0OO (In supyort of Maintenance operations)
Equipment - $1,750,000
Equipment is an Inspection requirement. It is a system level cost and applies
across the whole vehicle fleet for the life of the program. For cost compari-
son purposes its cost is prorated to the subsystem on the basis of end item
area.
S_,stem Cost bv Phase an_ TPS Subsystem
TPS subsystem expenditures are provided in Table 16-11. E_d item costs are
greatest for T D NiCr with titanium second. While the production costs for
both are comparible, there is a 4.4 million dollar differential between
T D N i Cr and titantium in Operations, and a 5 .I million dollar differential
in DDT&E. The relatively lower production cost for 51-15OO is due to its
lower material cost. Tantalum has a low cost because of its small material
weight contribution, logistic cost amounts to l_2.gmillion dollars or _%
of the total system cost. The relative rank in percent of total cost is as
follows:
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R__ Material Code Material Pe_
I 050 T D Mi C r 32.8
2 080 Titanium 25.8
3 060 Haynes 13.8
4 070 Rene, 41 11.7
5 044 LI-1500 8.2
6 020 Tantalum 7.7
1.9 4.93
1.1 S.1s
1.2 4.03
I .I 3.47
1.2 6.03
1 .I 6.83
logistic expenditures are prorated by the initial production cost.
System Cost of Operation by Phase and Operational Task
System costs for Op__rations are shown in Table 16-12 by Operation Task.
Maintenance costs rank highest in total cost fol!o_ed b? Panel Installation
and Inspection. Their relative rank in percent of total cost is as follows:
Rank Operational Task Percent
i Maintenance 55.9
2 Panel Installation 20.3
3 Inspection 14.4
4 Panel Removal 6.2
5 Packaging and HarHling 1.7
6 Storage I.5
Uncertainty
Mat'l _bor
(H'i 
(L I/_.88 S.39
- 3.29
- 5.34
- 3.06
- 3.69
- 3.38
Refurbishment operations amount to _12,301,281 or 38% of the total cost.
System Cost by Phase and Function -
Total system cost for Iteration No .6 i= $294,639,324. In Table 16-13, this
cost is broken down into its six (6) functional areas an_ two (2) summary cost
groups for the three (3) program phases.
Refurbishment costs for the metallic TPS system described in this Iteration,
composed of six TPS subsystems and reouiring 750 refurbish_ents over the I0 year
life of the program, _amount to $30,623,_OO, approximAtelylO._-of the total TPS
system" cost. This compares with the other program phases as follows:
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Phase Percent _ _-K
Recurring Operation I0. _ 4.87 I/4.00
Production 62.2 2._3 1/1.89
L::q._ 3.73 1/2.88Non-rec _i_._n_ DDT&E
k,_ •-
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The contribution by each of the nine (9) functional groups is sur.marized as
follows:
Function Percent
Operation 9.5
Manufacturing 5_.7
Quslity Assurance i_._
En_ineering 23.4
(1.6% of which is for Operations)
Cost estimates for the functions other than Operaticns were derived in a
manner similar to that just described. Due to its volume_ the supporting
data is not provided.
System Cost Uncertainty by Phase
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, and Operation phases reflect
the depth of informational detail avaiable to all functional groups. The
costs shown in Table I6-14 are based on a mix of subjective Judgment, "similar
to" knowledge, and definitive information. The extent to which definition is
lacking will appear in the magnitude of the uncertaintyfactor.
The importance of this information is twofold: (I) It provides perspective
which allows the establishment of p_--lorities for further development activi-
ties that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and definitive cost-
ing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end
item, permitting crizical eppraisal of design and system tradeoffs and main-
tenance of program objectives.
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Conditions shown in Table 16-14, indicate that the metallic TPS system can
cost .q.62 times nominal or 1068.0 million dollsr_. Technological uncertainty
-_an result in a 1/2.67 reducticn in the r.eminal cost to ii0.0 million dollars
for _ metallic TPS system.
Operations exhibits the widest range of uncertainty exceeding that for the
system. Operations can cost 4.87 times nominal or 148.g million dollars,
while a i/4.00reduction due to technological uncertainty would result in a
cost of 7.7 million dollars.
• < B-99.
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APPENDIX C
OPERATION PP4_4ISES
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Operations for the Thermal Protection System (TPS) cf the Space Shuttle
Orbiter Vehicle are primarily considered to encompass activities associated
with maintaining the T£S at acceptable performance levels over the ten-year
"operational" life defined for the system. A successful development phase
is assumed to have preceded the operational phase and has resulted in TPS
designed for easy removal and replacement and fully qualified for the appli-
cation. Labor estimates are based on time-line analysis of the concepts,
without considerinE vehicle turn-around constraints or lost time due to sched-
ule cycles or irregularities. Thus actual manpower requirements will be
- considerably higher because of high peak loads that make for low manpower
utilization factors.
The operations analyses ha_e, of necessity, been based on preliminary concept
definition_ and sketches, and should be reviewed and updated when detail de-
finitive aesigns become available, perhaps in a year or t-_o. Uncertainty
factors have been assigned to each parameter in the an!ysis to reflect prob-
able bounds based upon past experiences, state-of-the-art and confidence in
the available data and techniques. For areas of significant cost the desir-
ability of reducir_ the uncertainty is apparent; experimental fabrication,
operation simulation and environmental test of specific TPS material and
structure are necessary to reduce the uncertainties.
Operational premises that relate to TPS have been derived from previous studies
and NASA documents, as well as the RCS, and are listed herein. Most have been
incorporated in the operational cost models; the feM that =ere not able to be
applied at the present time are identified for reconsideration in future iter-
ations. Various Operations Maintenance Models are described and one option
"Reuse"_ has been selected for the detailed cost analyses. The cost analyses
procedares and forms used to develop operating costs are described with comment-
sry on the rationale.
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i.2 Operational Premises
The following operational premises hav._ been formulated for the TPS RCS or
derived from previous studies, reports and NAEA•documents. The more signi-
ficant references are listed at the end of this appendix. There are, of
course, many different vehicle and operating concepts represented, and mission
models range from lO/yr to 150/year from one to three operational sites.
Turn-around requirements for the vehicle mostly are listed as 2 weeks (10
working days) as a desired goal, without any limitation on cost of facili-
ties and manpower for either development or operations for achieving this
rapid refurbishment and launch capability. The one common denominator in
the references is the recognition of the need for "routine airlines-type
operations" during the operational phase. The applicability or need for
some of these premises is very much subject to the particular systems model
and accounting methods employed. However, if the individual premises are
applied or modified on a consistant basis for the operaticnal mo_els analyzed,
the comparitive results will be valid. In fact, modification of premises
to determine sensitivity may be desirable if the ranking of competitive
systems is obscured by uncertainties _,r closeness in numerical results.
1. Development has been completed, including development flight testing,
and operations are on a routine basis, with theZ system operational
span being ten years.
2. Operations will be cc:,ducted at two launch sites.
3. TPS Maintenance Onerations will b_ a-_complished with base type
personnel, so that oper._tions costs 'sill be calculated at "remote"
rates which bear lower o_erhead than "factory" rates.
_. Engineering Liaison will be provided by launch base personnel.
Labor hours will be charged against Operations as a "level of effort".
5. Sustaining Engineering will be a "level of effort" activity at the
vehicle level, essentially independent of the TPS.
C-2
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6. Material costs and Logistics Spares costs will be established through
the Maintenance Model and the Maintenance Rate Model.
7. Labor estimates will be made on Maintenance Operations functions
normally performed, using "time-line analysis" techniques. Tasks
which might normally be expected to occur within each function will
be listed and used as a basis for substantiating the functional cost
estimate. Operating constraints, particularly the turn-aroun_ time
allocated to TPS, non-interference from other subsystem turn-around
activities, availability of adequate "on-board checkout': data and
grour_ computer historical records, effectiveness of inspection tech-
niques, etc. should be considered in establishing facility and man-
loading requirements. (Note: Operational constraints were not ap_Llied
to the initial estimates for Iterations 2 thru 6 because of insuffi-
cient data an_ time.)
8. Labor hour_ to remove, replace, package, handle and store TPS _ill be
charged against Operations, as will material costs.
9. TPS panels provided as logistics spares for use in the vehicle refurb-
ishment will b_ charged against Production rather than Operations.
(This must be applied or not applied*on a uniform basis to all systems.)
I0. Pre_light, in-process and postflight TPS inspection services will be
charged to Operations. Base inspection activities that are not "TPS-
peculiar" will be treated as "level of effort" applicable at the
vehicle level.
ii. Launch and _ight Operations costs are not chargeable to the TPS_ The
labor/materials/equipment/facilities for these operations or functions
are essentially independent of the TPS.
-i
12.
r.
TPS removal and repair costs ascribable to another subsystem shall be
charged to that subsystem. For example, the s-emoval of a TPS panel
or panels to permit servicing of an antenna should b_ considered part
of the cost of maintaining the avionics and not charged to TPS. (If
*Not applied in this Study.
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the maintenance requirements of other subsystems involved appreciable
.... TPS removal and replacement adequate facilities, manpower and sched-
uled turn-around time must be allocated. )
13. Special TPS tools and test equipment, including the m_intenance azd
replacement thereof, is a prorated c.harge against TPS opera_ions.
14. Ground Support Equipment, including maintenance and spares, is common
to the entire vehicle and therefore is not charged against TPS ope_r-
ations.
15. Ground Test/Operations Checkout equipment for TPS will be comparable
to that used by Production. The development o£ such equipment will
be charged as development support to Production.
16. Only Ground Test/Operations Checkout that is performed as part of the
maintenance operations will be included in TPS operations labor esti-
mates. (Specifically, vehicle systems test and inspection are not
TPS operations costs.)
17. Facilities and equipment forground cooling the vehicle at the landing
field are not chargeable against the T2S. (The main function of
ground cooling is to protect primary structure and the vehicle con-
tents from overheating as a result of heat soak-back. )
18. An operational system model of 750 flights in the ten-year span shall
be used for the TPS RCS cost analyses. (The so-called alpha model
has ten flights in the year preceding IOC and 435 in the nine years
following IOC: much of the analysis work had already been accomplished
before the alpha model won wide-spread acceptance. )
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1.3 Estimating Techniques for TPS Operations
Routine 0Pgratior_ ._ith a TPS designed and qualified for _,se on the reusable
Space Shuttle Orbiter, and a development flight test pr6gram that has elimi-
nated most of the "bugs" ar_ established or verified the maintenance techniques
is the basis for an operational time-line analysis o
Experience with maintenance of Agena and Polaris space vehicles, military and
commerical aircraft; launch base, ground suppor_ and factory equipment; and
facilities has been integrated into the RCS estimates at the majcr task level,
and has been applied, in con._unction with state-of-the-art evaluations of
materials and fabrication techniques, to arrive at uncertainty factors. These
factors are strongly influenced by the specific application; for example, the
extensive use of titanium in high performance aircraft has increased the con-
fidence level of fabrication estimates, but the application in higher temper-
ature regimes than aircraft normally experience has raised some questions of
the validity of extrapolation, leading to a higher uncertainty factor than
might at first glance be expected.
Years of experience tell us that operations manning must be on a level of
effort basis that considers constraints beyond the purview of the TPS sub-
system alone. For example, Figure C-I shows a typical turn-around time
allocation for a Space Shuttle. A fairly recent estimate, it is based on
19 work shifts because studies of the functions that must be accomplished
indicated that trying to achieve a lO-shift turn-around seem.@overly opti-
mistic. These activities obviously can be accomplished in 19 days of one-
shift operation or two weeks of 5-day/2-shift operation between orbiter
touch-down and launch readiness. Note that all inspection and diagnosis
must be done in the 2-1/2 shifts preceding the main_ea_nce or refurbishment
span of only 5 shifts. Furthermore, this time is not exclusively for TPS,
but must be shared _ith all other subsystems on a non-interference basis.
Allowance must be made for th_ order in which some work is done,such as
removing a panel to permit avionics repairs, a_d installing the panel after
the avionics maintenance has been completed. Since _st subsystems for
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Shuttle are still in the conceptual development phase, and since mission models
are very tentative, it is not considered practical to apply constraints to the
maintenance/refurbishment labor estimates at this time. Task estimates are
therefore made on an "actual task requirement_" basis.
• ;J-"
• -%
L:!.
Converting from "actual task requirement" time spans to manhours is done by
multipying by the crew size. A nominal crew makeup of one crew zhief, four
technicians and one QA technician was arrived at based on actual launch base
and aircraft repair experience, factoring in a 14 square foot panel, the vehicle
size, typical hangar working conditions and the assumption that "delicate" sur-
face coatings may exist. If small panels (and hence, more of them) are employed,
the crew might be reduced by two technicians; on the other ]mnd, larger panels,
difficult mating or fastening operations, awkward work positions, etc., could
conceivably require augmenting the nominal crew. Only by experience, on the
mockup or on a vehicle, using the selected size panels_ either real or simulated
materials, and particular fastening system, will the crew size be verified.
For the estimates, therefore, crew size has been held constant.
Completely independent o£ the time-line analysis, but employing the same
experience factors and concept drawings of candidate TPS panels, estimates
were made for six major work categories constituting the TPS refurbishment
cycle. Figure C-2 illustrates the form used. Labor hours and uncertainty
factors are estimated for each material system and for each of the categories.
Weighted average uncertainty factors may then be calculated for each TPS
Iteration, permitting an evaluation of the relative confidence in the opera-
tions estimates on a comparltive basis.
Maintenance Labor calculations are tabulated using the form shown in Figure C-3.
The estimated failure rates, Fr, are obtained from the Materials Analysis
of failure modes, The statistical average number of panels to be replaced
per flight, Pr, is obtained by dividing the number of panels in each TPS sub-
system by the failure rate. Uncertainties have been assigned to Fr, so maxi-
mum and minimum Pr are also calculated. The labor hours and uncertainty
factors are obtained from Figure C-2 _, and max/rain Hr values calculated.
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From this data Maintenance and Inspection hours per nominal refurbishment
cycle are derived for each TPS subsystem. Calculations are also made assum-
ing Fr has no uncertainty, Hr has no uncertainty,-and for worst case combin-
ation of Fr and Hr uncertainties.
The form shown in Figure C-4 _a used to calculate estimated Maintenance
Material costs for each refurbishment cycle for each TPS subsystem. Fr and
Pr are the same as for Figure C-3, while Material cost per panel, Mr, is
obtained from the Manufacturing Analysis, as is the scrap rate, d. The
Repair/Refurbish index, a, and the Replace index, b, are obtained from the
applicable Maintenance Model. The material cost per refurbishment cycle
for each subsystem, Mt is then the sum of the R/R cost, x, and the Replace
cost, y.
• x= (axdxMr/Z r)
• y- (bxMrlZr)
• Mt=x+y
Calculations are made for Fr held constant (no uncertainty), for Mr held con-
stant, and for the worst case combination of failure rate and material cost
uncertainties. Figure C-5 shows that format used for compiling an Operations
Summary on a subsystem basis; the same form is used at th_ Vehicle Level and
at the System Level. The latter is obtained by multipying the recurring
vehicle level hours and dollars by the total number of operational refurbish-
ments (nominally the same as total flights). Labor data come from Figure C-3.
and Material data from Figure C-4. The non-rectu_ring equipment item has been
limited, for this exercise, to the development and procurement of two sets of
maintenance base inspection equipment. Figure C-6 is the Operations Smmnary
format used on a f_ulctional basis. The functional labor estimate totals from
Figure C-2 (excluding inspection) are used to prorate the total ho;Irs and
dollars from Figures C-3 and C-4 , studBase Inspection (pre-flight and post-
__ight) is taken as 128 hour total. The System Level Summary is on the same
basis as described for Figure C-5 above.
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1.4 Maintenance Model Analys_s
Maintenance or refurbishment of the T_S during turn-around could conceivably
...... be accomplished by complete replacement with new panels, by removing, repair-
ing and then replacing the old panels, by making repairs in place on the
vehicle without removal, or by some combination of all three basic options.
Not all are practical for specific systems and/or locations on the vehicle.
A Maintenance Model is therefore necessary to obtain valid cost comparison
data on the operations involved. Each TPS Iteration will have a separate
Maintenance Model. Data on Flights to Replacement (Fr) is obtained from
the corresponding Maintenance Rate Model. The Repalr/Refurbish index (a)
and the Replace index (b) are derived from estimates of the distribution of
the Maintenance Options among the TPS subsystems.
I.
1.4.1 Definitions:
i Repair
Interchangeable
! Item
Local maintenance performed to resto1_ a panel
to serviceable condition.
One that has the ability of being exchanged for
the other item (a) without selection for fit or
performance, and (b) without alteration of the
items themselves or of adjoining items, except
for adjustment.
!
f
y
/
ii
i\
Replaceable
Item
One which is interchangeable with another item,
but which differs physically in that the install-
ationmay require operations such as drilling,
cutting, filing, s_ng, etc., in addition to
the normal application and methods of attachment.
1.4.2 Maintenance R_te Model. The Maintenance Rate (or Frequency, Fr)
is the aggregate of the effects of all hazards during ascent, orbital, re-
entry, landing, ground and launch operations. This is a gross rate, subject
to modification by the application of Reliability and Safety criteria/_imita-
tions, so that the net rate (probably only obtainable after considerable develop-
ment testing of the total system) could be either lower or higher. It should be
noted that the application of this statistical ra_e concept does not correlate
c-l_
to individual flights, but should represent a good average for a number of
flights. Figure C-7 shows the format used to calculate the Composite
Maintenance Frequency, which is the RMS of the individual factors estimated
in the six categories shcwn:
• Temperature Exposure
....... • Combined Temperature_oad
• Combined Temperature/Pressure
• Combined Temperature/Pressman/Load
• Handling
• Environment
1.4.3 M_intenance Options. The maintenance options are derived from the
following logic diagram:
Weight(2)
Remove
A_eNK)ve
e_mrival State Not
Replace _ W"
- Remove _ 4
Maintenance Option
I None
Ii and
Replace New
IIl Refurbish/
Repair l_nn
mace
IV Re  'bi l
Repair at re-
I_r facility
for
(i) Where x% is a function of the TPS subsystem's degradation mode.
(2) _ere WI + W2 + W3 + W4 = i00 for each TPS subsystem.
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Maintenance Option events are defined as follows:
None
Scrap and Replace New
Inspect (scrap)
Remove and scrap
Transport new panel from storage and unpack
Inspect new panel
Install new panel
Inspect installed panel
Refurbish/Repair In l_ace
Inspect (Refurbish/Repair In Place)
Perform maintenance
Inspect maintenance
Refurbish/Repair at repair facility for Reus_..._e
Inspect (remove for maintenance)
Remove and package
Transport to repair facility and unpack
Perform maintenance
Inspect maintenance
Package and transport to vehicle
Install panel
Inspect installation
In the e_nt of turn-around constraints, Option IV could be modified to a
"First In - First-Out" approach where the repaired panel would go into
storage after repair. Events would be defined as follows:
OPTION IV A
i. Inspect (remove for maintenance
2. Remove and package
3 Transport to repair facility and unpack
4. Perform maintenance:
a. Inspect maintenance
b. Package and place in storage
C-17
S.
6.
7.
8.
Transport previously maintained panel from storage and unpack
Inspect panel
Install panel
Inspect installed panel
1.%.% Maintenance Models. The relative applicability of the Repair/Refur-
bish and the Replace indices for the Maintenanc_ Cptions has been estimated
for each TPS iteration, and the resulting Maintenance Model used in estimating
operating costs. The values given in the matrix (body of the Model) _ •per-
centages of time each option can be expected to occur when the maintenance
index is either Repair/Refurbish or Replace. These values are considered
engineering Judgments based on TPS concept drawings and descriptions, material,
and associated uncertainties, mission model and a large measure of assimilated
aircraft type maintenance experience.
Maintenance Model I has been formulated from the original estimates. For
purposes of mathematical convenience, since the values are estimates, Model iA
is derived from Model I by rounding or smoothing the matrix values. This is
done for each iteration, Figures C-S to C-12.
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1.4.5 Fa_tening Methods. The Operations Premises and Maintenance Models
are based on successful development and applicationof the reusable TPS panel
concepts. This implies a fastener system or method for each type of material
that does not degrade in use, that is reparable or replaceable during the re-
furbishment cycle, if necessary, without having to disassemble major portions
of the vehicle, and which is operatable under field conditions in reasonable
ti_s and without damaging adjacent systems. Figure C-13 is a tabulation of
Evaluation Results based on preliminary concept drawings for different fasten-
ing methods.
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Appendix D
Operational Analysis
A detailed operational analysis was performed using time liue techniques,
to define the operational task more explicitlythan they were in the total
system economic evaluation. As it turns out, vehicle design is not suf-
ficiently advanced for the cost/uncertainty approach to be applied with any
degree of credibility. It is too early for operations people to project what
amounts to operation "point designs". In the iterative process of desi@n
evaluation, a point in time will be reached when this approach can be easily
and effectively applied because the ground work which it thrives on would be
prepared.
However, several features of the approach did produce some interesting and
worthwhile results. _able D-1 is a representative time line for the removal
of a single panel with time weights (hours). The total elapsed time to per-
form all time line operational tasks is 18 hours.
Total economic operational tasks defined for the system economic evaluation
are compared with the time line operational tasks developed for the time line
analysis. This was dame to see if the times derived from the time llne ap-
proach would closely approximated those estimated in the economic evaluation.
_erational and Quality Assurance relationship is also established for pur-
poses of costs division. An additional category is concerned with the nature
of the operationaltask activlty. Can cost estimates be made based on actual
time to accomplish the task or is the task of such a nature that only level-of-
effort estimation is possible? As might be expected the only place where time
can be directly controlled, based on the task analysis, is from step 4.1 to
4.12.
D-1
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Refurb •
0per
Level
TABLE D-I
TIME LINEiELAPSED TASK HGJRS
Total
Economic
Operational Time Line 0PS/QA
Tasks Operational Task Rel_tionshi_
I. Posz Fli_t Inspection
k hrs
I.I I
i .2 2 :Inspection
1.3 1
II. Schedule
2 hrs
2.1 i.5 0PS
2.2 i Storage
iii. _epar_t ion
2 hrs
3 •i 2 Pkg_dl
3.2 i oPS
3 -3 .75 Storage
IV. Conduct Refurbishment
6 hrs
_.1 .5
4.2 •5 oPs
4.3 .25 (Remove)
4.4 .5
4.5 .5
_.6 .5
_,.7 .75 (_s_e_.)
Nature of ......
Operational
Task Activity
I Rev Fit Records IPost
MDT Flt
Locat_ Panels Inspect
k.8 .25
_*.9 .75
4.10 .5
4.3_3. -5
4.1_ .5
OPS
(Replace)
Inspect
Assign Crews 1I Requisition Matrls Operations
I Transport Material_
Transport Crews
I PrepareWrk Stands|
Locate Panel & Plugs
Remove Plug
Remove Closure
(if applicable)
Detach & Remove
Panel
Insp Panel Insul &
Fittings
Insp Adjacent Panels
Clean & Inspect,
Replace Fi_t ings
_as nee}
Unpack and Inspect
New Panel
I Pos.Panel & Chk Fit
Attach Panel
Inst.Plug.& C_gsktre
_Lr app_ica_Ae_
I Clean & Inspect
Operation s
Operations
&
Pro_ess
Inspection
V._--Final O_erations
_hrs
5 .i ! Inspec •
.2 i Pkg&Hdl
I
5:_ 1.'5 Storage
.5 oPs
TOTAL 18 hrs
I Inspect ccmpl R/RPkg & ret panels
I Ret Materials
Rem Wrk Stands
Fill Reports
Release Crews
D-2
Operations
&
Preflight
Inspection
Level of
Effort
m
Actual
_m. m --
Level
of
Effort
I
./
qf_
Pl
This result wo_id indicate that, of the time available to perform the re-
furbishment function, only 6.0 hours out of the 18 hours total can be con-
trolled through effective use of manpower skill, good procedures and TPS pa_.el
operational design efficiency, others are of necessity level of effor_ acti-
vities. This represents approximately 33% of the total time available and
within this period of time all refurbishment must be accomplished. The re-
furbishment operation period then is considerably less than what the original
total of eighteen (18) ho._rs would at first indicate. Herein lies the fun-
damental prob _lem of operations, the utilization of skilled manpower. In ef-
fect they will be working 33% of the time available while the other 67% of _he
refurbishment period they sit aro4nd. System level tradeoffs must be conducted
to solve this problem of manpower optimization. However, within the period that
crews are gainfully employed something can be done to improve efficiency either
through methods improvements or TPS panel design performance £mprovements. It
is in this area that the Langley mockup will be effective.
Table D-2 illustrate the uncertainty values assigned to the operational tasks.
Uncertainties are provided for three. (3) TPS subsystems. Because of the inter-
changeability feature of all panels the nominal times are considered to be the
same. Uncertainties resulting from the effect of-material system, did %esult
in changes for selected task uncertalnty values.
TABLE D-2
TIME LINE WEIGHTS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Ste_ Nom U
I 4 8
II 2 2
III 2 2
IV _ See I'Below_
Ablative
Metallic Non-Metal
Nom U Nom "]
-5- -'F" .-T" _'--
4.2 .5 2 .5
.
b .1 5 .1 5
46• -5 1.5 .5 1.5
.25 1 .25 l
4.9 .75 5 .75 3
4.1o .5 _ .5 3
4.11a .25 4 .25
b .25 2 .25
_.._ ..... ._ , 2 ._
6.oo _ 6.o0
3.19 ...... 2 )k
v 4 2
''N'amlnal Total
High Uncer.
_ Low Uncer.
!
2
q
D-3
.¢
c." •
The uncertainties from Step IV show that the time to remove a metallic system
is .vc_e uncertain than that for a non-metalllc or ablative TPS system as sh_n
in Table D-3.
• .ig-
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TABLE D-3
PANEL _40VAL TIME FOR _ SYSTEMS
Non-Metallic
Metall ic Ablat ors
High Uncertainty 3.19 2.94
Low Uncertainty 1/2.34 1/2.30
High Cost 19.1_ hours 17.64 hears
Nominal Cost 6 hours 6 hours
Low Cost 2.56 hours 2.61 hours
A study was performed using the data in Table D-2 to observe the effect_ of
removing a large number of panels in close proximity to one another or widely
dispersed frem each other. Study results are shown in Figure D-1. The
table shows that the average time to remove panels will level off soon after
lO to 15 panels are removed. The average rate per panel then stays constant
at _.4 hours, k_nen uncertainty is applied to this result the outcome ranges
from 14 to 1.88 hours for a metallic system and from 13 to 1.92 hours for an
ablator or non-metallic system. The langely mockup _ould be effective in
establishing the correctness of the data in Figure D-1. The outcome would
be of considerably interest, since this estimate is quite large for su2h a fan-
damental operational task. Quite possibility better procedures and techni-
ques of accomplishment must be found.
_. _:, "_...
A priority list of operation tasks is shown in Table D-4. Each operational
event is ranked in descending order of nomln_l cost magnitude subject to the
condition of highest uncertainty.
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TABLE D-h
PRIORITY LIST OF OPERATIONAL TASKS
Time Line Uncertainty
Priorit X Event Nora _ L ___ent Description
1.O Step IV 6 3-19 1/2.3_ Conduct Refurbishment
i.i _.7 -75 8 i/8 Clean and Inspect
1.2 4.9 .75 5 i/5 Position Panel & Chezk
Fit
1.3 4.10 .5 4 1/4 Attach Panel
I. _ _. _6 •1 5 I/5 Remove Panel
_.12 -5 2 1/2 I Clean & Inspect
1.5 4.2 .5 2 1/2 Remove Plugs
4.1 •5 2 i/2 _ Locate Panel & Plugs
1.6 4.3 .25 _ I/_ Remove Closure
4. lla •_5 _ i/_ Install Plugs
1.7 _.4a .4 2 1/2 Detach Panel
1.8 4.11b -- .25 2 i/2 Install Closure
1.9 4.8 .25 1 1 Unpack & Inspect New
R.O Step I 4 8 1/8 Post Fli_ht Inspection
3.0 Step V 4 2 1/2 Final Operations
_.O Step II 2 2 1/2 Schedul "%n_
Step llI 2 2 1/2 Preparation
Priorities will assist in selecting the composition of test activities that
can Be most effectively performed on the Langeley moekup. It does appear
that only activities which occur in Step IV can be "handled on the mockup.
Ths test plan presented in Task IV will reflect this information.
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TPS PANEL DESIGN, P_FOY_NCE, AND COST
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The Phase II Test Plan will be a continuing activity closely coordinated
with each development phase of the Sp_ce Shuttle program. As a first step
in initiating this plan, a test program is to be initiated where representa-
tive Shuttl_ operational tasks are performed using representative TPS panel
structure. The objective of Step I is to demonstrate the feasibility of
paneling concepts, resolve _.Ime uncertainties associated with installing
and remcving panels and observe operational difficulties that might not be
otherwise observable except through the use of the mockup. Results of Step i
will be used to improve procedures in the steps that follow and in securing
operationally efficient TPS designs. -Therefore, i_ is important that the
panels selected for testing be as close to current design concepts as pos-
sible.
Representative TPS panel designs covering non-metallic, metallic, and ablatcr
material systems are contained in below-listed LMSC drawings which are pro-
vided in this appendix. The concepts shown are preliminary designs which
satisfy several baseline vehicle applications, possess physical features
and handling characteristics suitable for application and evaluation on
the mockup, and _'re adequate for costing purposes.
List of LMSC
TP-IOII
TP-IOI2
TP-I013
T?-I015
TP-1016
TP-_O_
Drawings:
Panel Assembly, R_gidised Insulation
Panel Assembly, Metallic Substrate
TPS Test Assembly, Mockup
Panel Assembly, Hookup
Metallic Heat Shield Test Panel
Ablative Panel Mochup, Details and Assembly
E-I
/
kJ
._v /_,•!
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L 1_
TP-1018
TP-1019
TP-I020
TP-I021
LO-2097B
Metallic and LI-1500 TPS Test Assembly
Ablative TPS Test Assembly
Closure Assemblies, Non-metallic Mockup
Panel Assembly, Non-metallic
Corrugated Heat Shield Panels
Test hardware portrayed bythese drawings is based upon NASA/Langley drawings
LE-922927 through LE-922931, inclusive, all dated 19 June 1970, and the set of
"as built" drawings LE-522927 through LE-522931, inclusive, submitted by N_ASA/
Langley on 23 December 1970 and received by LMSC on 4 January1971. Key inter-
face d_mensions between LMSC test assembly hardware and the "as built" test
fixture are shown in Figure El. The basic mockup radial dimension to which
all LMSCdrawings are referenced is 102inches which corresponds to the outer
radial surface of the Unistruts. All panels are nominally 2 inches thick amd
simply curved (105 inches). The 107 inch outer surface dimension was estab-
lished to insure a smooth mole line and to accommodate transitions where two
TPSmaterial systems interface. Particular attention hss been given to arrmmge-
ments of primary structure to which the heat Shield must be attached and to the
methods of attachment as well as closure.
The concept presented in layout drawing TP-IOII is an actual design application
for the MSC-DC3 Orbital Vehicle. TPS panels are shown mounted on the vehicle
base which is a position that can be easily simulated on the mockup. _Ii re-
maining drawings cover a spectrum of real and simulated TPS systems and struc-
tural components, and these are described in Table El. Test assembly draw_ugs
TP-IOI3, TP-IOIS, and TP-IOI9 include panel/subpanel options, "bill of material"
requirements and mockup mounting hardware. Associated indentured drawings
provide panel, closure, attachment and primary structure details.
1
.1 {
Test Panel Selection
LMSC and Langley representatives have selected options for each TPS material
system which appear to best satisfy the objectives of Phase II, Step i.
Heat shield material and fabrication methods will be evaluated for low cost
under the condition that physical characteristics such as size and weight,
and handling characteristics do not seriously Jeopardize TPS design objec-
tives or credibility of the resulting operations date. Where it is is pos-
sible, simulated materials will be provided if the advantages thus derived
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from the anticipated cost saving can be sstisfactori!y demonstrated. How-
ever, when it is apparent that technical consideration and cost are not
mutually compatible, then technical Justification will be the controlling
factor in TPS system selection and not cost.
Non-Metallic System
Firm cost quotes for material and labor will be provided on nine (9) (24" x
2%" x 2") panel structures and twenty-four (2%) closures using material and
layup configurations shown in Table E-2.
TABLE E-2 - NON-METALLIC PANEL OPTIONS
OPTION
LAYUP
CONFIGURATION (**)
MATERIAL
HEAT SHIELD SUHPANEL CLOSURES
i A Foam Wood Foam
2 A Foam Steel Foam
(*)3 B LI-1500X Wood LI-I 5OCX
Foam Foam
4 B LI-1500X Steel LI-1500X
Foam Foam
5 A LI-15OOX Wood LI-15OOX
6 A LI-150GX Steel LI-I 5OOX
7 A LI-150OX Titanium LI-1500X
(*)LI-15OOX has all the physicul and handling qualities of LI-1500 but wi] I
not meet established temperature requirements.
(**)Layup configuration pertains to paneling concept and the distribution of
panel materials on _e mockup. There are two configurations under evaluation.
Configuration m - Panel Concept - Open panel with closures
All nine (9) panels are either Foam or LI-15OOX
Configuration S - Panel Concept - Open panel with closures
This configuration is a mix of Foam and LI-15OOX
_°.•
"4:
°-
. %,:
In Tables E-3 through E-9, the design drawings, material quantities, and layup
confiFuration for the selected options are provided for purposes of estimsting
fabrication and material costs.
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NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #I - CONFIGURATION A
.-.-_
%:
_UANTITY
9
9
2&
16
16
STRUCTURE IT_
Heat Shield
Sub Panel
Closure Strip
Closure Block
Closure Plug
STEUCTURE MATERIAL
w
m
_o_ j
Fo iStralght
am _Curved
Foam
Foam
DETAIL
DRAWINGS
TP 1015-501-1
TP 1015-501-301-3
TP 1020-501-1
TP 1020-505-11
TP 1020-509-23
TP 1020 -17
Closure Plug
Closure Block-_
Closure Strip -_ %
CURVE _ o
O
L
r
O
,0
o
LAYUP CONFIGURATION A
O
FOAM BLOCK
(_"_Z'x2")
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_UANTITY
9
9
16
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TABLE E-Z
NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #2 - CONFIGURATION A
STRUCTURE ITD4
Heat Shield
Sub Panel
Closure Strip
Closure Block
Closure Plug
DETAIL
STRUCTURE MATERIAL DRAWINGS
- Foam q TP 1021-501-7
- Steel _ TP 1021-501-301-1
/Straight TP 1020-501-1
- Foam _'Curved TP 1020-505-11
I Foam TP 1020-509-23
Foem TP 1020 -17
Closure Plug
Closure Block-._
Closure Strip-_
HEAT SHIELD
SUBPANEL ASSY-
o
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LAYUP CONFIGURATION A
FOAM BLOCK
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TABLE E-5
NON-_.TALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #3 - CONFIGURATION B
QUANT! TY
FOAM LI-i 500
STRUCTURE DETAIL ASS_
STRUCTURE ITEM DRAWINGSMATERIAL DRAWIHG
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_Heat Shield
_ S_bpanel
_C _° _, Straight TP 1020-501-1
losure Strip .... _Curved TP 1020-505-11)
Ll i'OO / Straight -503-9
8 - - _ _Curved -507-13J
- Foam -509-23
5 Closure Blocks
- L!-I500 -511-21
- Foam TP 1015-501-1
- LI-I-5OO TP 1015-503-11
- nI-1500/Foam -505(-I,-ll)
f
- LI-1500/Foam -507 (-I,-II)
- LI-I_OO/Foam -5O9(-i,-n ).)
- Wood TP 1015-301-3
Foam -509-17
5 Closure Plugs -
- LI-15OO -511-25
Foam will be made in panel size and then cut to allow mounting of
LI-1500 Blocks
Closure
Closure Strip-_
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TABLE E-6
NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL,
OPTION #4 '-CONFIGURATION B
STEUCTURE ITS4
_qeat Shield
STRIICTURE DETAIL
MATERIAL DRAWINGS
- Foam TP I021-501-7 (24"x24"x2")
- LI-1500 -503-9 (12"x12"x2")
-- LI-1500/Foam -505 (-9,-11)
- LI-15OO/Foam -507 (-9,-II) _ *
- LI-1500/Foam -509 (-9,-11)
Subpanel - Steel TP 1015-301-3
_C /Straight TP 1021-501-1 "_
losure Strip - Foam ".Curved -505-II]
"I _O0 / Straight -503-9 [
- _ -_ _ Curved -507-13J
Foam -509-23
Closure Blocks - LI-1500 -511-21
Foam -509-17
Closure Plugs - LI-1500 -511-25
Foam will be made in panel sizes and then cut to allow mounting of
LI-1500 Blocks
Closure Plug
ClosureBlock--..__!
Closure Strip_
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TABLE E-7
NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #5 - CONFIGURATION A
,3
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QUANTITY
36
9
48
16
16
STRUCTUREI_ ST_CTURE MATE_AL
Heat Shield - LI-1500 l
Subpanel - Wood
Closure Strip
Closure Block
Closure Plug
LT 1_nn / Straight
_-A _ _ Curved
LI-1500
- -LI-1500
Closure Plug
Closure Block-___
Closure Strip_
SUBPANEL ASSY -_
'0 0
LAYUP CONFIGURATION A
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DETAIL
DRAWINGS
TP 1015-503-11
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TP 1020-503-9
-507-13
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NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #6 - CONFIGURATION A
36
9
48
16
16
STRUCTURE IT_
Heat Shield
Subpanel
Closure S+rip
ClOsure Block
Clos_re P]ug
..... DETAIL
STRUCTURE MATERIAL DRAWINGS
LI-1500 _ TP-I O21- 503-9
Steel .J -301-I
LI I O0 traight TP 1020-503-9
- 5 _CCurved -507-13
LI-1500 TP 1020-511-2!
LI-1500 TP 1020-511-25
Closure
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TABLE E-9
NON-METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #7 - CONF + IUF_%TION A
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QUANTITY,_
36
9
48
16
16
DETAIL ASSY
•_"IRHCTURE ITEM .... STE_CTURE MATERIAL DRAWINGS DRAWING
Heat Shield - LI-1500 l TP 1012-501 (-33,-35,-37_
Subpanel - Titanium J -305 -23
Straight TP 1013-10
Closure Strip - LI-!5OO <Curved - 9
Closure Block - LI-1500 -6
Parallel -8
Closure Plug - LI-1500 Taper -7
Closure Plug
Closure Block'_
Closure Strlp_
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Metallic TPS System
Firm cost quotes for material and labor will be ,_._ovidedon nine(9) (24" x
24" x 2") panel structures and twelve _2) closures using materials and lay-
up conli_urations shown in Table E-IO.
3PTION
TABLE E-IO - METAllIC PA_ OPTIONS
LAI_IP (*) MATERIAL
CONFIGURATION HEAT _HI_r._ STA_D-OFF SUBPANEL
Steel
AI
TDNiCr
Cb
Steel
AI
_DNiCr
Cb
Wood
A1
Ti
Tt
CLOSURES
Steel
A1
_NiCr
Cb
(*) Layup configuration pertains to the paneling concept and the distribution
of panel material on the _ckup.
Confi_uratlon C - Panel Concept - Partial S_Ingle with closures
All nine (9) panels are the same TPS material system
Insulation will be simulated between standoffs. All simulated heat shields
will be enameled to simulate coating. Option 3 and 4 will use actual coat-
ing materials.
In Tables Ell through E-!4, the design drawings, material quantities, a_
layup configuration for the selected options are provided for purposes of
estimating fabrication and material costs.
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TABLE E-II - METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #i - CONFIGURATIOH C
_UANTITY
9
180
36
9
12
12
24
12
ST_CTURE ITF_ STP_CTUREMATERIAL
Heat Shield - Steel (corrugated)
Stand-off - Steel
Insulation - Dynaflex
Subpanel - Wood
Closure Strip - Steel
Insulation - " Dynaflex
Closure Covers = Steel
Overlap Insulation Dynaflex
CLOSURE COVER
CLOSURE
HEAT SHIELD
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TABLE E-12 - METALLIC TEST PAH_
OPTION #2 - CO_[FIG_P_ATIONC
_UANTITY STHUCTURE II_:4
9 Heat Shield -
180 Stand-off -
% Insulation -
9 Subpanel -
12 Closure Strip -
36 Insulation -
21 _ Closure Covers -
12 Overlap Insulation
STE_CTUSE MATERIAL
AIA_(corrugated)1Dy_f_ex
AI
I
J_ynaflex- A1
_ymaflex
CLOSURE COVER
HEAT SHIELD
SUBPANEL ASS_I_
OVERLAP
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TABLE -].3 - =METALLIC TEST PANEL
OPTION #3 - CONFIGURATION C
QUANTITY STR_CTURE ITEM
9 Heat Shield -
36 Stiffener -
45 Stand-off -
Insulation
9 Subpanel -
12 Closure Strip -
12 Insulation -
24 Closure Covers -
Overlap Insulation -
STROCTU_E MATERIAL DRAWINGS
_DNiCr (corrugated)
TDNiCr
TDNiCr
Dynaflex
Ti
_DNiCr
Dynaflex
_DNiCr
Dynaflex
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TABLE E-14 - METALLIC TEST PA._EL
OPTION #4 - CONFIGURATION C
QUANTITY
9
36
45
STRUCTURE ITI_I STI_CTURE MATERIAL
Heat Shield - 6"0 (corrugated
Stiffner - Cb
Stand-off - Cb
Insulation - Dymaflex
Subpanel - Ti
Closure Strip - Cb-
Insulation - Dymaflex
Closure Covers - Cb
Overlap Insulation - Dymaflex
36
9
12
12
24
12
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HEAT SHIELD
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Ablative TPS System
Mockup drawings for an Ablative TPS system will be provided for a eandidate
system provided by Langley. There will be one (I) mockup option as shown
in Table E-15
TABLE E-15 - ABLATIVE PAN_ OPTION
OPTION
LAYUP(*)
CONFIGURATION HEAT SHIELD
Phenolic
Honeycomb
with fiber
glass back-
face sheet
MATERIAL
SUSPANEL
_one
(Assumes
use of
primary
structure)
CLOSURE
Butt
Joint
(R v-56o
Joint Compound)
\
p
(*)Layup configuration pertains to the paneling concept an_ the distribution
of panel materials on the mockup.
Configuration D - Panel Concept - Open Panel with butt joint
All nine (9) panels are the same TPSmaterial system
The Materials Laboratory at Langley will provide six (6) (4' x 6' x 2") and
three (3) (2' x 6' x 2")phenolic honeycomb elastomeric ablative panels simply
curved (105 inch radius) and bonded to a glas.*,sheet. Attachment holes will be
spaced on 12.5" centers with a 2" edge clearance for affected holes. In%or-
facing panels w_l_l use butt Joints with STV-560 as the sealer.
Ablative panels will not use subpanels as do the metallic a_d non-metallic
systems. Panels _ _e attached to the primary structure with mounting bolts
which attach to captive nuts welded to the back side of the primary structure.
Plugs will be used to fill the holes after attachment. An aluminum sheet will
be used on the mockup to represent the primary structure and for handling the
captive nuts.
Sufficient ablative nmterial will be made available by Langley to cover extras,
breakage and spares. Firm cost quotes for material and labor will not be
required for the ablator system.
-° -.
In Table E-16, the design drawings, material quantities and layuF ¢_nfigura-
tion for the selected option sre provided for purposes of estimating material
requirements.
L
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TABLE E-16 - AI_LATIVE TEST PANEL
OPTION#l - C0m'ImmATIOND
ST_CTUIE ITm4
Heat Shield
Backface
Subpanel
Closure Plugs -
DRAWINGS
Phenoli c Honeycomb TP-1017 (-5, -7)
Fiberglass
(Skin of Primary Structure)
Phenolic Honeycomb TP-IOIT-9
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Panel Physical and Handlin_ Characteristics
When substituting alternative materials for real TPS motival components, it
is essential that both physical properties and handling features of a real
system be properly represented in the simulated versions. Counterparts must
be analogous in terms of weight, structural configuration, size and dimensions,
and durability.
Panel weights for real and simulated TPS systems are provided in Table E-17
for the four (&) metallic, seven (7) non-metallic, and other candidate panel
options of interest. Flight-worthy design concepts are designated as "real"
system. "Simulated" panels are at least as rigid as their corresponding real
counterparts and present comparable "feel" and handling features, however,
they cannot withstand large direct loads.
Real and simulated alternatives are com_ma'ed in Figure E-2. The variation in
weight of real material systems Is designated by the crosshatched bands.
Metallic TPS has two (2) bands because the out--el gage of a smooth panel
must be greater for comparable strength than that for same-strength corrugated
panel, hence, the panel will weigh more. Also, the density of col_abium (Cb)
is greater than that of TD NiCr . The signal band for the non-metallic system
results from the density difference between titanium (Ti) and beryllium (Be).
Simulated materials can be fabricated to weight the same as real systems. With
the addition of filler material, both the steel and aluminum metallic systems
can be fabricated to weigh the same as either TDNiCr or Co. Simulation of
both real non-metallic systems can be accomplished with a balsa wood outer
panel and wood subpanel along with some added wight. A_ outer panel mater-
ial and wood subpanel can be used to represent the LI-15OO/Ti system. A steel
subpanel is heavier than either real system except when combined with balsa
wood; then it can be used to simulate the LI-1500/Ti system.
The structural configuration, size, and dimensions of simulated panels are
comparable to real systems. They will "feel" the same a:_ _resent the same
handling features. The variation in gage thickness of metallic outer panels
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and subpanels using metallic materials, _rlll not be operationally significant
for the operational tasks envisioned on the mockup. However, when a wood sub-
panel is considered, the greater thickness may affect the feel and handlil_
qualities that are under consideration.
Panel durability should be excellent for the metallic and non-metallic options
where the steel subpanel iS used. _ese materials should hold up well under
operational testing during Phase II and to some degree will be useful in gaging
operational wear and tear on the real system they represent. Wood subpanels
can be expected to require more care during testing to prevent undue wear and
will be of little value in measuring operational wear experienced during
refurbishment.
The metallic and non-metalllc options which appear to best represent real TPS
systems are susmmrized below:
TPS System
Meta lllc
Non-Meta llic
Outer Panel/Subpanel
(1) AI/AI
(2)  eellWo 
(1) Wood/ eel
(2) LI-l_OOX/Steel
(3) Fo m/Steel
From a physical and handling standpoint, the balsa wood/steel system is cap-
able of simulating either real TPS system. If it were conjectured that the
real system weights are only representative of downstream point designs,
which they are, than the other non-metalllc material options with wood sub-
panels can be considered representative. _hen this and durability of the wood
subpanel are considered together, it appears that the most representative non-
metallic TPS systems should use steel subpan_is. The indicated weight differ-
ential will not be a serious factor in design performance determination or
degrade credibility of operational test msasurements.
u
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Cost Anal_sis
While technical performance is to be the primary panel selection criterion,
cost is still a major consideration. Maen comparable performance is evident,
the lowest cost syste m will be recommended " for the Phase II test program.
.::,
.k°,
j.
A heat shield cost sun_nary is provided in Table E-18. _e data were developed
by material and manufacturing cost estimators and priced by LMSC price esti-
mators. • ae prices are those necessary to provide nine (9) material system
panels, closures, test assembly hardware, and spares. All expenditures based
on the most current negotiated labor and overhead rates.
Manufacturing cost is the primary co=t driver followed by material and engin-
eering expenditures. In general, when considering comparable metallic and
non-metalli c systems, the metallic candidate costs less than the non-metallic.
F_rther, simulated systems are considerabS4r less exper$ive than real systems.
These latter features are evidenced in Figure E-3 where the list of options
are graphically displayed.
The least expensive non-metalllc system is a foam heat shield and wood sub-
panel combination, costing $_5,873 dollars. _Ith a steel subpanel the system
would cost $2,O18 more. An LI-15OO system will cost approximate_ $43,000
more than a foam system, amounting to $87,598 and $91,i_/_ dollars with a wood
or steel subpanel respectively. The mix configuration will cost approximately
$13, 0OO dollars more than the foam system. For purposes of comparison the
real metallic systems are approximately twice as expensive as the simulated
system. _ith the real non-metallic system, savings realized in utilizing
wood or steel subpanela amounts to approximately _19,OOO dollars. A mix of
foam and LI-15OO panels will result in a savings of $50,000 dollars and for
foam alone, approximately $60,000. _e fabrication cost differential between
L!-I5OO and foam accounts for this large cost savings.
:!
These results indicate that simulated systems should be selected in preference
to real systems. Depending on the cost relationship between options, the
following options are recommended:
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(i) Steel/Wood
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Recommended Panels for Test
Low cost TPS structural materials and fabrication methods have been identified
for a number of metallic and non-metalllc TPS system options. It has been de-
termined for simulated systems that such physical characteristics as size_
structure, and weight, and handling features are not significantly different
f;-om those exhibited by real panels. _at variations do exist will not ser-
iously Jeopardize TPS design objectives or credibility of the resulting cper-
atlons data. Consequently, it is recommended that simulated TPS systems be
selected for the Phase II test program.
Another factor which merits consideration in the final selection process is
the general status of the space shuttle design effort and its likely effect
on the information obtained from the Fnase II test program. Adequate space
shuttle baseline design criteria do not exist as yet. The low level of design
maturity is evidenced in the layout drawings and sketches in the literature
and the particular lack of point design effort in the TPS subsystem area. Be-
cause of this situation, it is both practical and expedient to use materials
which reduce the ultimate cost of the Phase II test program.
Simulated TPS systems which are considered to be the best technical represent-
ation of metallic and non-metallic systems and are relatively inexpensive to
fabricate can be identified as follows:
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Neither system is the least expensive but the desirability of using metallic
subpanels resulted in their selection. Wood subpanels were discarded because
they were not considered sufficiently desirable. The balsa wood candidates
were eliminated because blocks of the size required for the test panels were
not available and the cost to fabricate laminated counterparts could not be
Justified in lieu of foam cost.
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